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PREFACE

The reader may wish to become familiarized with basic principles

of optimazation prior to reading this thesis. Specifically, a working

knowledge of linear- and quadratic-programming is necessary in order to

understand the more advanced concepts presented in this document. Some

of the major general publications listed in the references supplied at

the end of the thesis would likely be of interest to those individuals

who wish to gain further insight into such concepts as shadow prices and

other measures of marginal economic worth.

I wish to express my appreciation to Ouarda Drici, Graduate

Research Assistant at The University of Kansas, who contributed to the

successful execution of ground water flow-simulation and quadratic-

programming models on The University of Kansas Honeywell Series 60

computer system. Thanks is also extended to Adeline DeForest and Peter

Donelan, who helped me to realize the importance of completing all tasks

left unfinished.
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ABSTRACT

A ground water hydraulic management model is used to identify

the optimal strategy for allocating limited fresh-water supplies while

containing and recovering polluted ground water in a hypothetical,

unconfined aquifer contaminated by a conservative solute. The cost of

pumping from a network of potential supply and recovery wells is

minimized, subject to a set of hydraulic, institutional, and legal

constraints. Hydraulic constraints are formulated using linear systems

theory to describe drawdown and ground water velocity variables as

linear combinations of supply- and recovery-well discharge decision

variables. Successful validation of the optimal management strategy

indicates that the formulated model can feasibly be applied to define

management options for locally-contaminated aquifer systems

conjunctively used to fulfill fresh-water demands.

ix



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

With more widespread recognition of ground water contamination

problems affecting industrialized nations, the role of the hydro-

geologist has become central in efforts to remediate impacts of surface

and subsurface waste disposal practices on the quality of ground water

supplies. Hydrogeologists have typically been involved in evaluating

aquifer yield and the potential for ground water development during the

past several decades, but the practicing hydrogeologist is now more

likely to be regularly involved in the identification of remedial

strategies for restoration of contaminated ground water resources.

Since many locally-contaminated aquifers are currently being used to

fulfill municipal, domestic, and agricultural demands for uncontaminated

ground water, definition of a remediation strategy must frequently be

performed in the context of fresh-water allocation.

The ground water allocation problem is particularly critical in

areas supplied by aquifers that have been affected by surficial

waste-disposal practices because such practices were common until

outlawed by legislation passed in the late 1970's. Despite increased

regulation of landfills and hazardous waste facilities in industrialized

societies, there is mounting evidence that existing ground water

supplies are being degraded by migration of contaminants introduced to

1
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the subsurface during disposal operations that are no longer in

existence. For the case of surface waste-disposal operations that have

been terminated as a result of observed or perceived contamination

potential, gradual movement of residual pollutants through the waste and

into subsurface water supplies poses a transient but serious hazard to

the quality of current fresh-water resources. The problem of managing

ground water reserves under such circumstances must therefore focus on

containing and remediating the residual effects of past disposal

practices on limited fresh-water resources.

In general, remedial action undertaken in aquifers that have

already become extensively contaminated should center on the withdrawal

and treatment of polluted ground water. This type of remedial action

must often be implemented in aquifers that are still being developed

for fresh-water supplies in presently uncontaminated portions of the

aquifer. The problems of intercepting and recovering contaminated

ground water in the presence of an operating fresh-water well field are

numerous. Withdrawal of fresh-water supplies from the well field may

steepen hydraulic gradients towards the field, threatening to cause more

rapid advective and dispersive movement of contaminants from polluted

areas of the aquifer into previously usable supplies. This is

especially a problem if the supply well field is located hydraulically-

downgradient of the contaminated zone, whether laterally or vertically

downgradient. Moreover, recovery of contaminated ground water from the

polluted region may produce excessive depletion of fresh ground water

supplies and large hydraulic lifts at supply wells as the physical
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impacts of recovery propagate into uncontaminated areas. Increased

lifts will eventually generate an increase in pumping costs at the

supply wells. Finally, the issue of ground water rights may prevent

adequate volumes of contaminated ground water from being captured near

the waste site if targeted rates of recovery result in reduced yields at

fresh-water supply wells.

Under these circumstances, identification of the extent of

hydrodynamic interaction between contaminated and uncontaminated

portions of an aquifer becomes central to the definition of optimal

rates of supply-well and waste recovery-well discharge. Ideally, the

optimal management strategy should be defined as that which results in

minimal hydraulic interaction between usable and unusable portions of

the aquifer. A policy of minimal hydraulic interaction reduces problems

associated with increased contamination potential of fresh-water

supplies, excessive hydraulic lift, and conflict of water rights. The

attainment of minimum hydraulic interaction ultimately minimizes the

direct and indirect costs of remedial action because it involves

application of minimum stress to the aquifer, implicitly reducing energy

and opportunity costs.

In this context, the problem of finding an optimal management

strategy for a locally-contaminated aquifer is essentially a problem of

relating hydraulic responses due to both fresh-water development and

waste-water recovery to economic measures of the worth of the ground

water resource. It has generally proven quite difficult, however, to

translate	 the hydrogeologist's understanding of the flow and
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solute-transport characteristics of a contaminated aquifer into

quantitative measures associated with the economic implications of

withdrawing finite ground water supplies.

Hydrogeologists have had access to a wide variety of ground

water flow and solute-transport simulation models for several decades.

With the development of high-speed digital computers, the hydrologist

became capable of solving partial differential equations for

distributed-parameter, bounded aquifer systems with efficiency and

minimum computational effort. Although ground water flow and solute-

transport simulation models provide a reliable means of evaluating

quantity and quality resources associated with subsurface water

supplies, their use in formulating optimal ground water management

strategies has been somewhat impractical and has, in general, yielded

suboptimal results.

Limitations of using simulation models for defining the physical

impacts of allocating ground water resources arise from the predictive

nature of these models. Simulation models are well-suited to the

identification of the physical consequences of an adopted management

strategy, but such models are incapable of explicitly and systematically

defining this strategy. The optimal strategy, being a complex and

implicit function of the initial state of the aquifer, the configuration

of its boundaries and hydraulic conditions along those boundaries,

spatially- and temporally-variable aquifer characteristics, and

institutional, engineering, and legal constraints, cannot easily be

identified through predictive methods. Due to its dependence on the
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interaction of a number of factors, an approximation of the optimal

strategy can be obtained using a predictive simulation model only

through tedious trial-and-error procedures.

Use of Predictive Ground Water Flow and Solute-Transport
Simulation Models to Define an Optimal 

Management Strategy

Trial-and-error methods of defining an optimal allocation

strategy through predictive means generally involve identification of

an initial set of decision variables related to pumping or waste-

recovery rates at proposed or existing well sites. This initial set of

decision variables, which represents a best estimate of optimal aquifer

system stresses, is selected in such a way as to conform to all

institutional, engineering, and legal constraints. These constraints

might include minimum rates of fresh ground water demand, maximum

waste-water recovery rates, pump capacity, or assigned water rights.

Institutional, engineering, and legal constraints are normally devised

to account for existing municipal needs, drinking water standards,

equipment limitations, and prior usage of ground water, all of which are

independent of aquifer response. The decision variables are

subsequently input to the predictive ground water flow or solute-

transport model to test fulfillment of all imposed hydraulic and water-

quality constraints. Such constraints might be related to maximum

allowable drawdown, minimum or maximum hydraulic or chemical gradients,

or contaminant concentrations in the aquifer, and are generally

formulated to maintain the integrity of the subsurface reservoir.

Fulfillment of these constraints can only be determined by subjecting a
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predictive flow or solute-transport model to the stresses defined by the

assumed set of decision variables. If all constraints are determined to

be satisfied, the input strategy is defined as feasible.

If the selected set of decision variables conforms to all

institutional, engineering, legal, hydraulic, and water-quality

constraints, the economic quality of the feasible strategy is estimated

according to a specified objective function. The objective function

generally translates the set of decision variables into a single measure

of the costs or benefits associated with implementing the conjunctive

remediation-allocation strategy. This measure may be expressed in terms

of a dollar value or through some indirect measure of the worth of the

decision using surrogate decision variables.

The quality of the decision generated in this fashion is used to

formulate an improved strategy that potentially offers lower costs or

greater benefits. This updated set of decision variables is then

tested for feasibility, and its worth compared against that obtained for

the previous strategy. A spectrum of feasible management strategies is

generated using such an iterative trial-and-error procedure, with the

quality of each decision strategy defined during a particular management

period used as a basis for improving the next management decision.

Ultimately, the strategy which yields the least cost or greatest benefit

is considered to represent the 'optimal' strategy from among the range

of strategies tested for feasibility and decision quality.

Under transient conditions, this 'optimal' strategy is sub-

sequently input to the predictive model and used to update the evolving
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hydrodynamic or geochemical regime of the aquifer. The updated

hydraulic-head or solute-concentration distribution can then be used to

initialize the state variables prior to defining an optimal policy

during the following management period. In general, the solution, even

when it is a close approximation to the true optimal solution within a

single given management period, will not be optimal over the entire

planning horizon because decisions made in this manner do not account

for future opportunity costs. Trade-offs between present and future

decisions are not considered, and as the solution is stepped through

time, present development of the aquifer disposal capacity is likely to

be favored over future development.

Given that only a finite number of strategies can be tested in

this manner, the policy which yields the minimum cost or maximum

benefit defines the optimum policy only from among the tested set of

strategies. Accordingly, the calculated minimum cost or maximum

benefit generally represents only a suboptimal estimate of the true

optimum, with the degree to which such an estimate approaches the true

optimum being dependent upon the extent to which tested strategies

approach the true optimal strategy. Clearly, selection of the optimal

management strategy using predictive methods alone is not a realistic

approach to defining the best policy of ground water resource

remediation and allocation.
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Use of Ground Water Hydraulic Management Models 
to Define an Optimal Management Strateav

A more systematic approach for identifying the true optimal

ground water management strategy can be found through application of

ground water hydraulic management models, which seek the optimal

strategy through linkage of predictive simulation and optimization

algorithms. Ground water hydraulic management models have been

developed over the past several decades in response to the growing need

to relate the hydraulic or solute-transport behavior of the flow system

to the cost of utilizing scarce aquifer supplies (Gorelick, 1983).

Although this class of models refers to those designed to manage

aquifer hydraulics, the category can also be used to describe models

that are formulated to manage the solute-transport characteristics, and

thus the waste assimilative capacity, of an aquifer. Using linear

systems theory, the physical principles of ground water flow or

solute-transport, as described by a finite-difference or finite-element

algorithm, can be coupled with an optimization model that minimizes the

costs of supply-well pumping or waste-water recovery in the aquifer,

subject to various institutional, engineering, legal, hydraulic and

water-quality standard constraints. Figure 1 schematically illustrates

how coupling of flow and optimization algorithms can yield an optimal

ground water management strategy.

Linear systems theory can provide the means of defining all

hydraulic or water-quality constraints relevant to the optimal

management of ground water supplies as linear functions of discharge

decision variables. These functions can be incorporated into a linear
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constraint matrix along with linear institutional, engineering, and

legal constraints. Fulfillment of the hydraulic or water-quality

constraints, which are based on mass-balance principles, results in a

management strategy that automatically conforms to the physical

processes governing ground water flow or contaminant transport.

The extent to which such an approach can be used to accurately identify

the hydraulic or solute-transport response of a flow system to induced

pumpage depends, of course, on the degree of linearity of the real

ground water system.

The use of linked simulation and optimization models usually

offers significant advantages over the usual approach of defining

optimal management policy through trial-and-error procedures, since the

'best' policy is not a function of highly subjective judgments as-

sociated with defining potentially optimal strategies as input to a

predictive simulation model. A coupled ground water flow simulation-

optimization model, for example, minimizes economic costs or maximizes

economic benefits of withdrawing ground water over a continuum of

feasible pumpages according to the hydraulic or solute-transport

characteristics of the aquifer. The optimal operating policy obtained

from such an approach is clearly superior to the 'best' policy resulting

from trial-and-error predictive methods, which depends on the number and

diversity of proposed strategies and on the degree to which the proposed

strategies approach the true optimal strategy. While the best policy

obtained from trial-and-error simulation will be a relative optimum

among the strategies chosen for comparison, the optimal policy deter-
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mined by executing a ground water hydraulic management model constitutes

an absolute optimum defined over the entire spectrum of feasible strat-

egies, given the limitations and assumptions inherent to both the

optimization and simulation models and to their linkage. The linkage

procedure allows pumping decisions made by the optimization component to

be related to the physical response induced by the decisions. Linkage

of simulation and optimization components guarantees continuous and

instantaneous feedback of the physical consequences associated with a

management strategy to the decision-making process.

In certain cases, predictive simulation methods may be

preferable to coupled simulation-optimization methods when pronounced

nonlinearities occur in the ground water flow equation. Such

nonlinearities may occur as a result of significant dewatering of an

unconfined aquifer. Use of predictive techniques allows specification

of known heads at the beginning of each management period, thus removing

nonlinearities from the flow equation. In this instance, suboptimality

resulting from a finite number of tested strategies or large trade-offs

between present and future decisions may be considered more acceptable

than inaccuracies associated with using linear equations to

approximate nonlinear flow or solute-transport or than application of

computationally-intensive linearization methods used for global

optimization.

This thesis investigation focuses on identifying the economic

consequences of withdrawing limited fresh-water supplies from a

hypothetical, locally-contaminated aquifer undergoing remedial action.
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A ground water hydraulic management model was used to determine the

least-cost strategy of fulfilling fresh-water demands from a supply

well field while containing and recovering polluted ground water in

contaminated portions of the aquifer. Use of a ground water hydraulic

management model made it possible to define the true optimal strategy

for conjunctively managing the aquifer with respect to both ground water

supply and remediation.

Containment of pollutants located upgradient from the

hypothetical fresh-water supply field was implemented by imposing

ground water velocity constraints at a series of observation wells

placed between the contaminated and uncontaminated portions of the

aquifer shown in Figure 2. These velocity constraints forced

reorientation of ground water flowlines toward waste recovery wells

located along the periphery of the waste disposal area. Assuming that

contaminant mobility was dominated by advective transport, this

reorientation of flowlines was equivalent to pollutant containment. An

additional set of drawdown constraints was imposed at all supply and

recovery wells in order to restrict the extent of ground water depletion

due to supply-well development and waste-water recovery operations.

Institutional and legal constraints included minimum fresh-water demand

and maximum appropriable discharge at all supply wells.

Reorientation of flowlines at observation wells in response to

capture of contaminated ground water at recovery wells was implemented

through the use of velocity algebraic technological functions that

describe ground water velocity components as linear functions of
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Figure 2. The Hypothetical Contaminated Aquifer
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supply- and recovery-well discharge decision variables. Drawdown

constraints were also formulated as linear functions of discharge

variables through use of drawdown algebraic technological functions.

These velocity and drawdown algebraic technological functions, which

essentially translated supply- and recovery-well decision strategies

into quantitative measures of aquifer response, were equivalent to the

simulation component of the hydraulic management model. When

incorporated into a linear constraint matrix, the algebraic

technological functions served as a linkage between the predictive

simulation component and the optimization component of the ground water

hydraulic management model, relating production to changes in the amount

of the ground water resource. This linkage made it possible to define

the optimal conjunctive management strategy that resulted in minimum

hydraulic stresses during simultaneous fresh-water development and

waste-water recovery.

Linkage of Simulation and Optimization Components

Linkage between simulation and optimization components is most

easily implemented by linearizing finite-difference or finite-element

equations governing ground water flow or solute-transport so that the

resulting hydraulic or water-quality constraints are linear, because

such constraints are much simpler to satisfy than nonlinear constraints.

For the case of a confined aquifer or an unconfined aquifer charac-

terized by negligible drawdown in response to pumping stresses, the

ground water flow equation and the resulting constraint equations are

linear. Likewise, the solute-transport equation is linear for
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situations in which changes in ground water velocity due to waste-

water injection or withdrawal are negligible, thereby producing

negligible changes in the magnitude of dispersive forces. The coupling

equations of the hydraulic management model can be included as linear

constraints using either an embedding or response-function approach.

The Embedding Approach. In applications of the embedding

approach, the aquifer domain is discretized over space and time and the

resulting finite-difference or finite-element coefficient matrix is

treated as a submatrix of the linear-constraint coefficient matrix.

Since the embedding method involves solution of the linear differential

flow or solute-transport equations during the optimization procedure,

both dependent state variables such as hydraulic head or solute

concentration and independent discharge variables must be included in

the decision variable vector for each discretized nodal element and time

step (see Figure 3a). The embedding procedure thus generates complete

information regarding the system state throughout the optimization.

When unconditionally-stable discretization methods are used, time steps

may be set equal to long management periods with no problems associated

with numerical instability.

If an embedding method is used, the constraint equations

corresponding to ground water or chemical mass-balance equations are

solved as equalities to ensure that the physical principles governing

fluid flow or contaminant transport are exactly adhered to.

Institutional, engineering, or legal restrictions on the dependent

hydraulic decision variables such as hydraulic head, contaminant
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(a) Discretized Flow or Solute-Transport Equation Constraint
Submatrix Equation

Coefficients
Dependent on

Properties of the
Aquifer or the
Discretization

Procedure

(MN X MN)

h(1,1)

h(l,N)
h(2,1)

:
h(M,N)
Q(1,1)

Q(l,N)
Q(2,1)

:
Q(M,N)

<	 Maximum, minimum,
>	 or required value
=	 of constrained

variable or linear
combination of
variables

(b) Appended Institutional, Engineering, or Legal Constraint
Submatrix Equation

M = the total number of nodes in the discretized flow domain
N = the total number of time steps (management periods) in the

planning horizon
h(M,N) = the hydraulic head (or solute concentration) at the Mth node

during the Nth management period
Q(M,N) = the discharge (or mass-flux) rate at the Mth node during the

Nth management period

Figure 3.	 Constraint Matrix Equations for the Embedding Approach
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concentration, and hydraulic or chemical gradients, as well as limit-

ations on the independent discharge rate decision variables, can be

incorporated into the model formulation only by using appended single-

or multi-variable constraint equations (see Figure 3b).

Under steady-state conditions, only one embedded equation is

required for each node of interest. For the transient case, an equation

is required for each time step at each node of interest. This time step

is generally made equal to the length of the management period so that

model decisions and responses are averaged over each of the management

periods comprising the planning horizon.

The Response-Function Approach. The response-function method

utilizes a coefficient matrix based on hydraulic or solute-transport

responses of the aquifer to unit-valued decision variable stresses.

Each coefficient is obtained by subjecting a ground water flow or

solute-transport simulation model to a unit of discharge at one of the

proposed or existing well sites during a single execution of the model.

Time-varying responses to these unit stresses, or unit response

functions, are recorded at each site where hydraulic or water-quality

constraints are to be imposed. Convolution of these functions with the

discharge schedules described by the decision-variable vector produces a

set of algebraic technological functions that can be used to define

hydraulic constraints as linear functions of the decision variables.

For example, if the unit response function 13(k,j,i) represents the

incremental hydraulic or solute-transport response at node k after i
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management periods have elapsed since initial stress at site j, then

the expression:

M n
2 /3(k,j,n-i+1)Q(j,i)

j=1 1=1

represents a linear function describing the total hydraulic or solute-

transport response at site k after the nth management period due to

unit stresses applied at all M decision sites during previous management

periods. Q(j,i) represents an arbitrary but fixed hydraulic or

geochemical stress applied during management period i at node j. When

the linear functions are incorporated into the hydraulic or solute-

transport constraint submatrix, the ground water hydraulic management

model can account for constrained drawdown, ground water velocity, or

contaminant concentration. The coefficients of the hydraulic or solute-

transport constraint submatrix will essentially be equal to the

magnitudes of the discrete unit response functions, as indicated in

Figure 4a.

In applications of the response-function method, the ground

water or chemical mass-balance has already been performed during

execution of the flow or solute-transport model, and the response

coefficients contain all information required for fulfillment of mass-

balance principles. They implicitly account for all properties of the

flow or solute-transport domain, including known transmissive, storage,

advective, and dispersive characteristics of the aquifer, initial and

boundary conditions, and distances between sites of perturbation and

response. Execution of a numerical flaw or solute-transport model
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Q(2,N)

Q(A,N)

(b) Appended Institutional, Engineering, and Legal Constraint Submatrix
Equation for Independent Decision Variables

M = the total number of nodes in the discretized flow domain
N = the total number of time steps (management periods) in the

planning horizon
h(M,N) = the hydraulic head (or solute concentration) at the Mth node

during the Nth management period
Q(M,N) = the discharge (or mass-flux) rate at the Mth node during the

Nth management period

Figure 4. Constraint Matrix Equations for the Response-Function
Approach
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allows this complicated set of physical factors to be reduced to simple

equations that describe dependent head or concentration as functions of

independent decision variables. Unlike the case for embedded constraint

equations, the response-function equations can be used directly to

define institutional, engineering, or legal restrictions on head or

concentrations. Since the response function equations already account

for physical processes independently of each other, they can be directly

used to describe non-physical constraints. Like the embedding approach,

however, an appended constraint submatrix must be included in the

constraint matrix to account for institutional, engineering, or legal

restrictions on the independent ground water discharge decision

variables (see Figure 4b).

Rather than requiring coefficients for every node in the

discretized domain, as for the case of embedding, the response function

approach requires coefficients only for the proposed wells at which unit

stresses have been applied. Thus, the number of computations using the

smaller resulting hydraulic or solute-transport constraint submatrix

during optimization is significantly less than for the embedding method,

which is generally characterized by a dense constraint submatrix.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Linkage Methods 

Although the response function approach is more computationally

efficient during optimization than the embedding approach, it can define

the optimum management strategy only at those discretized node locations

where unit hydraulic or solute-transport stresses have been applied.
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The embedding method automatically performs site reconnaissance by

including potential decision sites at all nodes in the discretized

domain during all management periods. Results obtained from a response-

function algorithm may be seriously biased by subjective location of

decision sites and will generally identify a suboptimal solution unless

decision sites are carefully located or the number of potential sites is

large. Use of a screening model to perform a certain degree of

reconnaissance may help to alleviate problems of site bias. It should

be noted that some bias is to be expected when applying either method

due to the finite number of nodal decision sites associated with any

spatial discretization procedure.

An additional drawback of the response-function approach is

that the evolving state of the ground water system under an optimal

strategy can be tracked only by inputting the optimal decision variables

back into the simulation component. Although the activities of

dependent variables are generated by most optimization codes, they are

only available at decision sites. Use of the embedding method, which

incorporates all hydraulic-head or solute-concentration state variables

into the decision variable vector, generates a direct record of

dependent state variables throughout the flow or solute-transport domain

that result from adoption of the optimal strategy. This complete and

continuous record of dependent state and independent external stimuli

variables is a direct consequence of the fact that, for the embedding

method, the hydraulic or solute-transport constraint submatrix is a

self-contained simulation model.
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Like the embedding method, the response-function method requires

only one equation for each node when steady-state conditions are

considered,	 and several equations when the transient case is

investigated. Unlike the embedding method, however, there is no

specific linkage between any two successive management periods for the

response-function approach. Thus, the simulation model used to obtain

the functions must be updated during each management period before a

unit stress is applied and incremental response recorded in the form of

response-function coefficients.

The computational advantages associated with performing the

actual optimization using the response-function approach are offset by

the requirement of repeatedly executing a flow or solute-transport

simulation model under conditions of unit decision variable activities.

When the number of potential decision sites is large, the time and

effort needed to impose unit activities at each decision site during

separate model executions may be excessive. Unlike the response-

function approach, the embedding method includes the simulation model in

the constraint matrix and does not require execution of an external

simulation model. However, the embedding method may be difficult to

implement using many commercial linear- or quadratic-programming codes

because solution methods tend to become unstable for the large, banded

matrices produced when a large flow domain is discretized and a large

number of management periods is used. This problem may be overcome by

using ADI or other bandwidth-reducing iteration schemes within any given

optimization iteration.
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At the present time, it appears that the use of embedding

methods for purposes of incorporating mass-balance principles should be

reserved for steady-state problems involving few decision sites,

because such problems typically produce small, dense constraint

matrices. These small matrices can be extensively manipulated without

causing numerical instability problems normally associated with

inversion of dense matrices. If preliminary reconnaissance results in

the identification of a moderately large number of potential decision

sites, use of the embedding method should also be considered because the

generation of response functions for a large number of sites involves

enormous expenditures of time and effort. For systems characterized by

a large number of nodes but a small number of potential decision sites,

the response-function method should be used to take advantage of its

superior computational efficiency during the optimization phase. Table I

qualitatively compares various features of the two methods of generating

hydraulic or solute-transport constraint matrices.

System Linearity

To the extent that all constraint equations discussed in

previous sections are linear with respect to the independent decision

variables, the success of any optimization procedure utilizing these

equations will depend on the degree of linearity exhibited by the real

aquifer system. If the state of the system during optimization is not

linearly-dependent on the decisions made, the constraint equations will

not reflect the actual system response to various management strategies

and a suboptimal solution will likely be generated.
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Table 1

Features of the Embedding and Response-Function Methods 

Embedding Approach
	

Response-Function Approach

Not Computationally Efficient
During Optimization

Complete Information Generated
for all State and Decision
Variables

Comprehensive Reconnaissance
in Selecting Decision Sites

May Become Numerically-
Unstable for Large-Scale
Problems During Optimization

Less Time and Effort Spent
in Formulating the Optimization
Component

Computationally-Efficient
During Optimization

Complete Information Generated
Only for Decision Variables

Subjective, Biased Identifica-
tion of Potential Decision
Sites

Numerical-Instability Generally
Not Encountered During the
Optimization

Excessive Time and Effort
Required in Formulating the
Optimization Component for a
Large Number of Decision Sites

Nonlinearities can arise during applications of both ground

water flow and solute-transport equations. The problem of maintaining

system linearity is especially evident during application of management

models to water-quality problems. Difficulties arise when the flow

regime is altered by large waste-water injection or recovery rates

defined by the optimization, requiring iterative techniques to account

for nonlinearities introduced by velocity variations. Variable velocity

fields caused by stresses independent of the management strategy may be
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easily considered using transient embedded or response-function

equations to account for the changing dispersive properties of the

ground water flow system. For the case of ground water flow problems,

system nonlinearity may become dominant when an unconfined aquifer is

highly stressed. Again, these problems may be overcome through

iterative solution of the resulting .nonlinear constraint equations

during any given optimization iteration. Potential nonlinearities in

hydraulic constraints may be minimized by specifying small maximum

discharge rates or drawdowns in the constraint equations themselves,

whenever such an approach is consistent with management goals.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Some of the earlier efforts to identify strategies for managing

ground water resources in the presence of contamination focused on

trial-and-error prediction of the impacts of various remedial action

strategies. These studies usually involved development of finite-

difference or finite-element models based on the heat-flow or solute-

transport equation, calibration of these models on the basis of past

observed hydraulic-head or solute distributions, and prediction of

changes in these distributions in response to recovery, treatment, or

the natural assimilative capacity of the aquifer. In general, manage-

ment strategies identified through such trial-and-error techniques were

suboptimal.

Later management studies focused on development of management

models that automatically related ground water management decisions to

the physical consequences of these decisions. These models coupled

widely-accepted optimization methods with discretized flow or solute-

transport equations and allowed identification of management strategies

that produced the optimal response of the ground water system according

to imposed constraints.

Analysis of many ground water quality management problems, as

well as management problems involving ground water quantity, can be

26
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performed on the basis of the heat-flow partial differential equation.

This equation describes the physical processes involved in ground water

flow, but can indirectly describe the mechanism of solute-transport

when advective forces are dominant relative to dispersive or diffusive

transport processes. For example, plume containment can be implemented

by including response-function or embedded ground water flow equations

describing head levels and gradients as functions of discharge decision

variables. These equations are then used to constrain hydraulic

gradients within or near the contaminated area. The heat-flow equation

can be used to identify optimal strategies for managing quality

resources when dispersion of contaminants is negligible, pollutant

concentration levels are not constrained by drinking water standards, or

treatment of contaminated ground water is not given consideration during

policy formulation. For cases in which dispersion, drinking water

standards, or waste-water treatment are to be considered, the advection-

dispersion equation must be used to formulate the management model.

Applications of Management Models Based on 
Trial-and-Error Predictive Simulation 

A number of ground water management studies performed during

the 1970's were based on predictive simulation of management strategies.

One of the earliest attempts to link optimization and simulation methods

focused on defining an irrigation management policy in a hypothetical

aquifer using various methods of disincentives based on taxation or user

fees (Bredehoeft and Young, 1970). Rather than utilizing a basin-wide

water balance approach, as had generally been applied in previous

management studies, the partial differential equation describing
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transient, two-dimensional ground water flow was used to describe

interactions between decision sites. In addition to permitting

quantification of the degree of interdependence between water users,

incorporation of the ground water flow equation to the policy formula-

tion allowed time- and space-dependent drawdown to be described.

Pumping costs were then related to dynamic measures of drawdown instead

of instantaneous, average basin-wide drawdown identified by a simple

water balance model. Use of a dynamic simulation component rather than

a static water-balance allowed for a comprehensive investigation of the

spatially- and temporally-distributed consequences of various management

strategies and permitted the identification of more efficient management

strategies than would have been possible using a simplified water budget

analysis.

In a subsequent predictive investigation, Pinder (1973)

simulated the transient movement of a contaminated ground water plume

underlying Nassau County in New York using finite-element

discretization of the governing flow and solute-transport equations.

Transport of chromium in the affected aquifer was predicted using the

solute-transport equation, suitably modified to account for

compressibility of the aquifer medium. It was assumed that fluid

density was unaffected by the concentration of the conservative chromium

solute and, thus, that fluid flow was independent of solute concentra-

tion. Steady-state velocity in each element was used to define the

magnitude of the advective transport mechanism.

Since the contaminant plume was located entirely within the

surficial glacial outwash aquifer underlying Nassau County in which
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vertical flow components were negligible, movement of chromium waste

was simulated using a two-dimensional model. Calibration of the solute

transport model for unknown porosity and dispersivity values was

performed using the 1953 distribution of chromium in the aquifer.

Simulations based on reduced chromium concentrations in waste disposal

ponds were performed for the 1949 to 1962 period to reflect the effects

of active waste-treatment plant operations. The resulting concentration

distributions agreed closely with observed distributions, suggesting

that the calibrated model could reliably be used to predict impacts of

future proposed management strategies.

In another predictive management study, Bredehoeft and Pinder

(1973) developed a numerical mass-transport model by coupling the

ground water partial differential flow equation with the differential

equation describing movement of solute in a transient flow regime. The

numerical model was applied to the problem of predicting movement of

saltwater contaminants in the upper zone of the principal artesian

aquifer underlying Brunswick, Georgia. Contamination in fresh, water-

bearing zones of the aquifer was believed to be the result of upward

migration of water from an underlying brackish zone. The cause of this

migration was assumed to be fresh-water development and associated

hydraulic head decreases within the overlying fresh-water zones. Since

chloride is a conservative constituent, the first-order chemical

reaction component of the solute-transport equation was neglected.

Furthermore, observed chloride concentrations in the upper zone of the

supply aquifer were sufficiently small to justify the removal of density

variations from consideration in the fluid-flow equation.
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Finite-difference methods were used to simulate two-

dimensional flow in the upper fresh-water zone. The generated

velocities for each node were then used as input to the mass-transport

simulation. In order to avoid problems associated with numerical

dispersion for large velocities, a condition which results from the

hyperbolic form of the solute-transport equation when advection is

dominant, the method of characteristics was used to solve the transport

equation. Observed steady-state water levels and historical chloride

concentrations were successfully duplicated after calibration was

performed using flow and solute-transport parameters.

Following calibration, future chloride distributions under a

proposed remedial-action strategy were predicted using the calibrated

models. On the basis of predicted results, the proposed strategy,

which involved operation of a recovery well between the contaminant

source and the fresh-water supply wells, would successfully alleviate

the pollution problem. It was predicted that the recovery strategy

could significantly reduce future chloride levels in the upper fresh,

water-bearing zone after several years of operation.

Another predictive study was performed by Pickens and Lennox

(1976), who demonstrated the capacity of a hypothetical aquifer to

restore previously-contaminated areas through recharge processes.

After modification of the solute-transport equation to account for

linear adsorption of contaminants, the Galerkin finite-element method

was used to discretize a vertical profile of both the saturated flow

domain and the solute-transport domain. Ground water density and

viscosity were assumed to be unaffected by the presence of
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contaminants. Steady-state seepage velocities were then used to

simulate contaminant transport in the aquifer, subject to specified

contaminant source input concentration, initial concentration levels,

and assigned boundary conditions.

Results of the simulation indicated that the concentration

distribution in the saturated zone was much more sensitive to the

degree of adsorption than to changes in dispersivity. Although the

relative sensitivities of the concentration distribution to adsorption

and dispersivity are generally problem-dependent, these results

suggested that aquifer restoration may occur through natural recharge

processes if adsorption mechanisms are negligible.

Applications of Management Models Based 
on Optimization Techniques 

Development of ground water management techniques based on

conventional optimization procedures did not occur until the early

1970's. Although linear- and quadratic-programming techniques were

extensively used in the economic disciplines to define optimal manage-

ment strategies, little attempt had been made to optimize the management

of ground water systems by employing these techniques prior to this

time.

Optimization Based on the Heat-Flow Equation

Linking of optimization models and models based on numerical

solution of partial differential equations was initially focused on

problems of ground water quantity and involved use of the heat transport

equation. Response-function and embedding techniques designed to couple
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linear- and quadratic-programming components with the second-order,

parabolic heat-flow equation were refined during the 1970's.

Response Function Techniques. Deininger (1970) used a response-

function approach to formulate a management model that maximized total

yield from an existing well field, but utilized the Theis equation

instead of finite-difference or finite-element equations to describe

drawdown at each well as the sum of drawdowns due to pumpage at all

wells. Maximum yield was made subject to maximum permissible drawdown

at each well, pump limitations based on characteristic head-discharge

curves, head losses at the well, and maximum drawdown at critical points

along the boundaries.

The management model was then reformulated to identify minimum

pumping costs associated with fulfilling a targeted yield. Pumping

costs at each well were assumed to be proportional to the rate of

discharge and to the total hydraulic lift and inversely proportional to

the pump efficiency. Total pumping cost was minimized, subject to

total targeted yield and maximum permissible drawdown at each pump well

and critical boundary point. Due to the dependence of total hydraulic

lift and pump efficiency on discharge, the cost objective was nonlinear

with respect to discharge. It was suggested that an iterative method

of solution would yield a stable optimal solution.

A regional water supply management problem was also formulated

to address the issues of import and export of surface water and ground

water between cities. Total costs of reservoir and ground water

development and transmission of surface water were minimized, subject to

ground water flow constraints described by the Theis response functions.
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Maddock (1972) was the first to propose the use of unit response

functions based on discretized flow equations for describing the

drawdown response in an aquifer. He developed a drawdown algebraic

technological function that described drawdown in a confined aquifer as

a linear function of pumpage rates at all discharging wells. The

hydraulic response of an aquifer to a certain pumping policy was then

formulated as a linear function of the pumping policy decision vari-

ables. Unlike previous trial-and-error predictive management models,

explicit coupling of management decisions to the hydraulic behavior of

the aquifer was shown to be an effective means of performing optimiza-

tion over an entire design horizon rather than on an annual or seasonal

basis. Furthermore, the coupling approach allowed changes in the

hydraulic behavior of a flow system to be continuously accounted for.

And finally, the identification of unique algebraic technological

functions for each well permitted spatially-distributed characteristics

of an aquifer to be directly incorporated into the management decision.

Successful application of the drawdown algebraic technological

functions to a management model was demonstrated for a hypothetical

aquifer characterized by finite boundaries and nonhomogeneous aquifer

properties. Algebraic technological functions for each well were

developed as convolutions of unknown discrete pumping series with

discrete unit response functions. The response functions defined the

drawdown at the given well due to unit pulses at the well and at other

wells. These convolutions were then summed over all wells to obtain the

total pumpage-induced drawdown at any point of interest. The existence

of the unit drawdown response functions for the irregularly-shaped,
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nonhomogeneous aquifer was proved using the Green's function for the

governing flow equation. On the basis of this proof, the use of

response functions generated with a digital ground water flow model was

considered valid.

The response function approach was applied to an unconfined

aquifer in which drawdown was assumed to be sufficiently small to

permit maintenance of linearity. A minimum discounted pumping-cost

strategy was formulated by assuming that pumping costs at each well

were directly proportional to the product of total hydraulic lift and

the seasonal ground water withdrawal rate at the well. These costs

were then summed over all wells and all management time periods to

obtain the total pumping-cost objective function. When the drawdown

algebraic technological function was substituted for the drawdown term

in the objective function, pumping costs became a quadratic function of

the discharge decision variables. This quadratic objective function was

minimized within a feasible region defined by minimum demand

and maximum appropriation constraints.

Use of the algebraic technological functions permitted dis-

counted costs to be minimized over the entire specified design horizon

of five years. Changes in lift due to pumping decisions were automati-

cally accounted for during optimization. The optimal pumping strategy

indicated that greater pumping should occur at wells located in higher-

transmissivity regions where smaller drawdown at pump wells would tend

to produce smaller pumping costs.

Maddock (1974b) also developed an algebraic technological

function to describe drawdown in an unconfined aquifer in which
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transmissivity changes significantly in response to pumping. If the

flow in the unconfined aquifer is governed by the Boussinesq equation,

the drawdown technological functions can be expressed as a nonlinear

polynomial expansion of the pumping rate, with the desired accuracy of

predicted drawdown being dependent on the number of terms used for the

expansion. The number of terms required to generate an accurate

approximation of drawdown was shown to depend on the order of the ratio

of drawdown to the saturated thickness of the aquifer.

Swartz (1976) formulated a variety of ground water hydraulic

management models using response-function techniques. Response-

function, or influence, equations were developed to describe hydraulic

head as the sum of head resulting from all causes excluding planned

pumpage. Changes in head were expressed as convolutions of planned

pumping rates and influence coefficients obtained from a numerical

model. The influence equations were incorporated into the management

model as linear constraints. Other linear constraints for the

management models included maximum permissible drawdown, seasonal

demand, maximum pumping capacity, availability of imported surface water

and exported ground water, maximum supply and artificial recharge rates,

and head-dependent spring discharge. Using objective functions based on

maximization of aquifer yield, minimization of costs associated with

fulfilling specified ground water demands, or maximization of net

benefits for cases in which demand benefits were not fixed, the ground

water hydraulic management models were used to identify optimal

allocation strategies.
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Heidari (1982) used the drawdown algebraic technologic response

functions to develop a water-supply management model for the Pawnee

Valley in Kansas. The total rate of ground water withdrawal in the

unconfined Pawnee Valley aquifer was maximized, subject to maximum

appropriation, minimum demand, and maximum drawdown constraints.

Maximum allowable drawdown was defined as some fraction of initial

saturated thickness. The drawdown constraints were formulated as linear

combinations of the discharge decision variables using discrete unit

drawdown response functions.

Using linear-programming methods, various management strategies

were identified using different fractions of maximum allowable depleted

saturated thickness. Additional strategies were developed for condi-

tions under which maximum appropriation was not imposed as a constraint.

Results of the management model study indicated that total net ground

water appropriation from the Pawnee Valley aquifer could not be

fulfilled unless a policy which permits significant saturated thickness

depletion was implemented.

Embedding Techniques. Aguado and Remson (1974) used embedding

techniques to solve a variety of ground water management problems.

Their application of the embedding technique involved derivation of a

linear algebraic steady-state flow equation for each finite-difference

node in the discretized flow domain. For the case of transient flow, a

separate equation for each time step was required at each node. These

equations were embedded in a linear constraint matrix and essentially

acted as physical constraints on flow-system behavior. Management

related linear constraints were appended to the set of mass-balance
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constraint equations in order to account for established institutional

policies.

Remson et al. (1974) utilized an embedding technique to maximize

the sum of the hydraulic heads within a two-dimensional flow domain

while maintaining a minimum rate of discharge at three existing wells.

Results of the management model were independently verified using

numerical and analog flow models. Execution of the numerical and

analog flow models indicated that a greater sum of hydraulic heads could

be maintained if pumping were permitted at more than one proposed well

site because pumping stresses could be distributed over a wider area.

Flow model results also suggested that an improved optimum could be

obtained using finer grid spacing over the discretized flow domain.

Aguado et al. (1974) subsequently used embedding techniques to

identify the optimal dewatering plan in a two-dimensional, unconfined

aquifer under conditions of steady-state flow. Using the linearized

flow equation for steady-state, unconfined flow, total pumping in a two-

dimensional aquifer outside an excavation area was minimized, subject to

the flow-equation constraints and maximum permissible hydraulic head

within the excavation area. A linear-programming algorithm was used to

identify the optimum number of wells, their locations, and long-term

rates of dewatering required to depress water levels in the excavation

area below the maximum permissible hydraulic head. Results of the study

indicated that dewatering wells should be located as close to the

excavation areas as the nodal spacing permits. Optimal rates of pumping

were determined to be those that were sufficiently large to maintain

hydraulic head at roughly the maximum permissible head over most of the
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excavation area. Total pumping at the optimum was much smaller than

total pumping specified in a previous study involving preliminary

simulation of dewatering impacts.

An embedding approach was applied by Mblz and Bell (1977) to the

problem of controlling hydraulic head gradients in a confined aquifer

used for fluid storage. The sum of the discharge and injection rates at

a series of head-gradient control wells located outside of the storage

area was minimized, subject to a set of embedded steady-state flow

equations and constraints imposing zero-valued hydraulic gradients

across the storage area. The optimal strategy involved discharge at an

upgradient well and recharge at a downgradient well to effectively

negate the regional hydraulic gradient in the storage area. The

formulated management model could also be used to impose a nonzero-

valued hydraulic gradient across a storage area to cancel buoyancy-

induced migration of stored fluid away from the site.

Aguado and Remson (1980) subsequently investigated the dewater-

ing problem in an unconfined aquifer when fixed costs associated with

pump well installation were considered. Consideration of fixed costs is

particularly important when the project life is short because fixed

charges will tend to dominate variable operating costs over short

periods of time. Rather than seeking to minimize the total dewatering

rate, as was done in their 1974 investigation, the total costs of

installing and operating the dewatering system were minimized, subject

to the linearized steady-state flow equation constraints and maximum

permissible hydraulic head in the excavation area. A binary integer

variable was introduced to the decision variable vector in order to
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account for the presence or absence of a dewatering well. The unit

pumping cost was estimated on the basis of expected average hydraulic

lifts estimated from the 1974 dewatering rate minimization study.

Results of the mixed-integer linear-programming problem indicate

that, when fixed costs were considered, the optimal least-cost dewater-

ing strategy involved fewer wells than in the preceding study.

Reduction in the number of wells relative to the number previously

specified significantly decreased total costs of implementing the

strategy, but required greater total pumping at the remaining wells in

order to compensate for the fewer number of wells. The cost of this

increased pumping was more than offset by the savings associated with

installation of fewer wells.

Alley et al. (1976) also used an embedding technique to

incorporate ground water flow principles during formulation of a

linear-programming management model for a two-dimensional flow system.

The embedding technique was applied to the management of a hypothetical,

confined aquifer in which transient conditions were assumed to prevail.

Depletion of ground water supplies was minimized over a 15-day period by

maximizing the sum of the water levels in the interior of the dis-

cretized flow domain. Maximization of the sum of the head levels was

made subject to an aquifer-wide demand constraint, as well as minimum

pumping rates and head levels at various interior nodes. During a

subsequent 5-day management period, the objective was reformulated to

maximize the total rate of ground water withdrawal, subject to minimum

head levels at certain nodes and pumpage only at specified nodes.
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Optimization was performed using 5-day management periods, with

the resulting head levels for a given management period used to

initialize the subsequent linear-programming formulation for the

following 5-day period. Application of separate optimization procedures

to each management period did not produce a strategy which was optimal

over the entire 20-day design horizon, since each 5-day optimization was

performed without regard to potential effects during later management

periods.

In addition to formulating a transient model, Alley et al.

(1976) also used the embedding technique to construct a steady-state

management model for conjunctive management of an aquifer with respect

to supply and waste disposal. Total discharge in a confined aquifer

system located in Tooele Valley, Utah was minimized, subject to the

constraint that waste water from injection wells to the south of the

discharging wells be prevented from mixing with fresh-water supplies to

the north of the discharging well network. This constraint was formally

included by specifying that head levels to the north of the discharge-

well network be larger than head levels in the area of the discharging

wells such that natural northward hydraulic gradients would be reversed

between uncontaminated portions of the aquifer and the line of dischar-

ging wells. Due to the high transmissivity of the aquifer, discharge

from the pumping well network required for head reversal greatly

exceeded the demand for low-quality irrigation water, suggesting that

the gradient-reversal management scheme could not be implemented

without identification of other low-quality ground water uses.

Application of the embedded flow equations to the problem of managing
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injected wastes was justified by assuming that solute-transport was

dominated by advection.

Embedded flow equations were also used by Willis (1977) to

manage the ground water quantity and quality resources of a semi-

confined aquifer for which multiple management objectives were speci-

fied. The Galerkin finite-element method was chosen to discretize the

governing transient ground water flow equation over space. A multiple

objective function was then formulated to define optimal planning,

design, and operational policy for conjunctive management of the

hypothetical aquifer as both a supply and disposal resource for treated

waste water. Decisions regarding the location of pumping and injection

sites were assumed to have been made previously. The decision variables

for the management problem included pumping rates, waste-fluid injection

rates, and surface waste-storage capacity. The objectives of the

management strategy involved indirect minimization of pumping costs and

costs associated with injection-well clogging, maximization of injection

rates at disposal wells, and minimization of surface waste-storage

capacity. Indirect minimization of pumping and clogging costs was

performed by maximizing the minimum hydraulic head at supply wells and

minimizing the maximum head at injection wells.

Aside from the embedded constraints, which forced the management

strategy to honor principles of ground water flow, the linear constraint

set included minimum exogenous fresh-water demand, constraints related

to exogenous waste-fluid volumes, and upper limits on pumping rates. In

addition, head levels at pumping wells were constrained to be larger

than the hydraulic head below which subsidence problems could be
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expected to occur, while head at injection wells was forced to be

smaller than the head levels at which water-logging or fracturing

hazards would become significant. Finally, the design capacity for the

storage pond was constrained to be larger than all required temporary

storage throughout the planning period. Temporary storage was required

whenever optimal waste-fluid volumes exceeded the optimal rate of

injection during any given management period.

The two-level optimization implied by successive minimization

and maximization of physical aquifer variables resulted in a sum of

nonlinear objective functions. Terms of the objective function were

made linear by constructing a subset of constraints which, for each

objective in the sum, served to perform one of the minimizations or

maximizations. Results of these sub-optimizations were then used to

perform another minimization or maximization. For example, in the case

of the maximization of minimum head, the head was first minimized over

all supply wells during each time period by introducing simple linear

constraints. The generated minimum value was then entered as a single

decision variable in the multiobjective function and maximized over

time.

Maximization of minimum head at supply wells was reformulated to

be a minimization by a simple change in sign. This allowed a single

multiobjective function, comprised of the sum of three terms, to be

defined and minimized. The noncommensurate terms of the function were

weighted according to the dimensions of each term. Weights were also

specified according to the priorities of each objective in order to

determine potential changes in the objective value produced by changing
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priorities. A larger weight corresponded to larger implied relative

costs for the associated multiobjective component.

The optimal solution appeared to be most sensitive to the

weight assigned to minimum waste-storage reservoir capacity. When this

weight was increased above one and all other weights were less than one,

all waste water was injected regardless of the values of the other

weights because it became prohibitively expensive to construct a storage

reservoir. Trade-offs between pumping and injection components of the

management strategy became evident only after this weight was decreased

to a value of less than one. Injection of waste water was the preferred

waste-management strategy, due to the small exogenous waste water

volumes imposed on the system and its negligible effect on pumping

decisions. For greater volumes of waste water, the preferred strategy

would tend to become one of surface waste storage.

Willis and Newman (1977) presented a management model that

utilized embedding techniques to define a minimum-cost optimal alloca-

tion strategy for a regional confined aquifer. Transient flow in a two-

dimensional, nonhomogeneous anisotropic media was described using a set

of Galerkin finite-element flow equations. Operating costs over the

entire planning period were assumed to be proportional to the discharge

and the total hydraulic lift. Discounted operating costs were minimized

over the entire planning horizon, subject to linear constraints defined

by Galerkin mass-balance equations, maximum well capacities, and a

minimum rate of water demand.

The objective function, which was proportional to both head and

discharge, was quadratic with respect to the set of decision variables.
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This quadratic objective function was linearized using a generalized

Taylor series expansion about an initial feasible decision vector. An

iterative optimization technique was used to find an optimum for each

linear subproblem. Only three out of five potential development sites

were associated with non-zero discharges at the optimum. These sites

were located in the zones of higher transmissivity, where a given unit

of pumping generated smaller hydraulic lifts and operating costs.

Remson and Gorelick (1980) utilized an embedding approach to

define the optimal management strategy in an aquifer conjunctively

managed for supply, waste-recovery, and quarry mining. Linear equations

describing steady-state ground water flow in an unconfined system were

derived for each node in a finite-difference grid and embedded in a

linear constraint matrix, acting as physical constraints on the behavior

of the flow system in response to management policy. Several management

constraints were added to the constraint set in order to satisfy a

number of management activities in the hypothetical aquifer.

Management constraints included maximum hydraulic head levels

at nodes situated in two quarry sites which were to be dewatered,

minimum total discharge from three fresh-water supply wells, minimum

rates of waste water recovery at each well located within a contaminated

ground water plume, and reversal of hydraulic gradients across the plume

front. In addition, recharge wells located immediately outside of the

plume to be used in conjunction with waste water recovery wells for

hydraulic-gradient reversal were required to recharge a total amount of

water equal to the volume of recovered quarry water and waste water.

Waste water was assumed to undergo some type of treatment process prior
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to re-injection into the aquifer. Use of an embedding approach for

including ground water mass-balance considerations permitted all finite-

difference nodes to be considered as potential discharge or recharge

sites. A hydraulic gradient-reversal constraint was suitable for

reversing flow in the isotropic aquifer, because gradient reversal under

isotropic flow conditions was equivalent to flow reversal. Total

discharge from the supply, quarry-dewatering, and recovery wells was

minimized, subject to both physical and management constraints, with

discharge minimization equivalent to cost minimization. The various

objectives of supply, dewatering, and plume containment and abatement

were thus integrated into one objective function.

Willis and Liu (1984) used an embedding approach to identify

the optimal policy for managing the ground water resources of the

confined '(un Lin Basin aquifer system in Taiwan. A multiobjective

function was formulated to maximize the hydraulic head in the Basin

while minimizing the total deficit of irrigation water in the Basin.

The former objective acted as a surrogate cost-minimization objective.

Simultaneous maximization of the sum of hydraulic heads and minimization

of total irrigation water deficit permitted investigation of the

trade-offs associated with development of ground water supplies and

saltwater intrusion caused by declining water levels.

A Galerkin finite-element technique was used to discretize the

governing two-dimensional flow equation according to both steady and

transient conditions. After calibration for aquifer parameters was

performed, the discretized equations were incorporated into a linear

constraint matrix along with constraints associated with minimum
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hydraulic head and maximum well capacity. A constraint related to a

basin-wide mass balance was also incorporated into the linear constraint

matrix. Decision variables included irrigation pumping and hydraulic

head.

Results of the steady-state mulitobjective management model

indicated that total water deficit could be decreased dramatically from

actual deficit levels without decreasing the sum of the hydraulic heads

in the aquifer system. Parametric variation of the objective weights

was used to examine the trade-offs between head maximization and deficit

minimization. Due to the occurrence of minimum hydraulic head and

maximum well capacity constraints, the deficit objective did not

appreciably decrease in response to an increase in its weight.

The transient management model identified an optimum total

deficit that was smaller than the actual deficit, but larger than the

optimal deficit obtained using the steady-state model. The steady-

state model appears to have overestimated the deficit reduction because

it predicted instantaneous removal of water from the aquifer. Use of a

matrix-exponential approach for defining the embedded transient flow

equations significantly reduced the number of constraint equations for

the transient case.

Optimization Based on the Solute-Transport Equation

In situations for which contaminant levels are explicitly

constrained, dispersion of contaminants cannot be considered negligible,

or treatment of contaminated ground water is a central component of the

management strategy, the solute-transport equation must be incorporated

into the ground water management model. For management models based on
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the solute-transport equation, the decision-variable vector includes

contaminant mass-flux rates. When an embedding approach is used,

additional ground water solute concentration variables are incorporated

into the decision variable vector. In either case, ground water solute

concentrations are defined as functions of mass-flux rates in the

objective function, the constraint matrix, or both.

Response-Function Techniques. In one of the first studies

involving a response-function approach to managing pollutant concentra-

tions in an aquifer, Moosburner and Wood (1980) defined optimal land-use

patterns in a township overlying the contaminated New Jersey Pine

Barrens aquifer, which was used as a receptacle for nitrate wastes. A

goal-programming problem was formulated to define nonstructural land-use

controls in the presence of pollution sources such as septic tanks. The

use of goal-programming permitted a number of noncommensurate objectives

to be fulfilled without explicit quantitative specification of costs or

benefits associated with the objectives.

The goal-programming management model utilized transfer

functions to relate areally-distributed pollution source strength to

ground water nitrate concentrations within each population sector of

the township. Transfer functions, which were essentially concentration

unit response functions defined under conditions of steady-state ground

water flow, were defined using an analytic solution to the transient

solute-transport equation. The analytic solution accounted for

denitrification of nitrates in the saturated zone using first-order

nitrate degradation, as well as advection- and dispersion-related

dilution. Use of peak source concentrations in the analytic solution
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guaranteed that the generated aquifer nitrate transfer functions

reflected maximum potential pollution levels in each sector due to

nitrate disposal in any other given sector. Thus, when the transfer

functions were multiplied by the peak source concentration in the

associated source sectors and summed over all sectors, the resulting

nitrate concentration distribution represented a worst-cause situation.

Given the steady-state nature of flow conditions in the aquifer, the

solute-transport equations were linear and the use of superposition

principles to define nitrate concentrations was justified.

A linear multiple-objective function was formulated for the

goal-programming optimization by defining deviations of certain

components of the management strategy from the associated goal.

Minimization of the sum of deviations was subject to a set of linear

constraints. In essence, measures of the slack or surplus resources

were minimized through the goal-programming formulation. The distinc-

tion between required and desirable components of the strategy was made

by assigning required components as constraints and desired components

as elements in the objective function.

Linear constraints used to define the optimal unsewered sector

populations included chemical mass-balance constraints, the minimum

unsewered population in each sector, and regional population projec-

tions. Mass-balance constraints were formulated using the transfer

functions developed from the transient analytical solute-transport

solution. In addition to the mass-balance and population constraints,

water-quality standard constraints were included in order to relate the
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goal of water quality management to regulatory limits on nitrate

concentrations.

Results of the goal-programming land-use model indicated that

future constraints on population growth will occur in a significant

number of sectors. Population increases were primarily allocated to

downgradient sectors so that generated wastes would have negligible

effect on overall water quality in the township. The model results

also indicated that population projections for the township were larger

than the optimal population identified by the model, suggesting that

population growth may have to be curtailed in order to maintain nitrate

standards in the aquifer underlying the township.

In a study completed by Gorelick (1982), the total waste-

disposal capacity of a hypothetical aquifer system was maximized,

subject to water-quality standards at several observation sites, using a

response-function approach. Optimal management of potential pollution

sources under transient solute-transport conditions was identified

through unit concentration response-function coefficients generated with

a solute-transport model. Concentration response functions were

essentially equivalent to representative solute-breakthrough curves at

each observation site, and described the concentration response at a

given site due to a unit influx of solute at a single waste-injection

well. A finite-difference algorithm was used to simulate advective

solute transport, while the method of characteristics was employed to

describe dispersive and diffusive solute migration. Linearity of the

advection-dispersion equation was maintained by assuming steady-state

ground water flow. The concentration response-function coefficients
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were used to define linear water-quality standard constraints at several

observation wells during time steps of roughly 30 days' duration. The

decision variable vector was comprised of pollutant mass-disposal rates

at potential disposal sites located throughout the hypothetical aquifer.

The dual linear programming problem was solved using one-year

management periods in an effort to minimize numerical instability and

computational effort associated with a large number of management

periods. The dual problem involved minimization of the total marginal

impact of water-quality constraints on the waste-disposal potential,

subject to the constraints that each unit of disposal be at least as

large as each unit of lost disposal capacity. This problem was

equivalent to maximization of disposal potential within the feasible

region defined by the quality constraints. For a hypothetical problem

involving 7 potential disposal sites, 8 water-quality observation

sites, and 3 management periods, the basis for the dual problem was of

order 21, while the basis for the primal problem was of order 1465.

This large reduction in the basis dimension increased stability and

decreased execution time by nearly a factor of four.

The sensitivity of mean annual disposal to uniform water-quality

constraints was largest for the situation involving a small management

period, during which the short time of disposal permitted greater

dispersion along the margins of the contaminant plume. For longer

management periods, dispersion along the margins was not as rapid due to

reduced concentration gradients near the margins over long periods of

time, and little increase in total disposal capacity was observed when

water-quality constraints were increased.
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Pulsing of the disposal rate with respect to time was observed

in the optimal disposal schedules, indicating that at least some of the

disposal wells tended to establish small contaminant plumes which could

disperse rapidly into the surrounding fresh ground water. Pulsing thus

permitted maximum assimilation of pollutants. The cyclic disposal

pattern appeared to be governed by effects during the last management

period, when dispersion along the tail of the plume tended to be large.

The response-function method has also been used to proscribe

the maximum permissible waste water concentration in a hypothetical,

one-dimensional steady-state flow system conjunctively used to dispose

of wastes and to fulfill water-supply needs for local ground water users

(Gorelick and Remson, 1982a). Management constraints on maximum

allowable pollutant concentration at supply wells were explicitly linked

to the solute-transport properties of the hypothetical flaw system using

a unit source-concentration matrix comprised of solute concentration

response functions.

In order to maintain linearity of the system with respect to

injection flux, it was assumed that volumetric rates of fluid injection

were small and had a negligible influence on flow properties of the

aquifer system. Otherwise, it would have been necessary to formulate an

iterative algorithm for which changes in the ground water velocity field

due to injection could be accounted for. Finite-difference approxima-

tions to the advection-dispersion equation were developed using a Crank-

Nicolson scheme. The resulting solute-transport simulation model was

then subjected to unit-flux injections at each of three disposal wells

for the duration of one management period. Using the generated
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concentration response functions, the optimization algorithm could

identify those source injection fluxes which satisfied quality standards

while maximizing the total disposal capacity of the aquifer.

Elements of the response matrix were adjusted to account for

initial non-zero concentrations throughout the aquifer, since linear

superposition of the breakthrough curves required that the solute-

transport system be quiescent. Subtraction of uniform initial solute

concentrations from each element in the matrix served to reference each

curve to quiescent conditions, but also required that initial concentra-

tion levels be subtracted from the right-hand sides of the water-quality

constraints. The response matrix was further modified such that

elements corresponding to water-quality constraints imposed during times

prior to the arrival of the first concentration peak at any of the

supply wells, as well as elements associated with quality constraints at

a given supply well during times after the last peak had passed, were

removed from the matrix. This procedure reduced computer time, but

would not have been possible if an embedding technique had been used.

Results of the management model indicated that waste-disposal capacity

was maximized by maintaining supply-well solute concentrations at

roughly the specified quality limits throughout the breakthrough

period.

A site-reconnaissance component to the management strategy was

introduced to the linear-programming formulation by adding linear

constraints related to restrictions on the number of waste-injection

wells during each management period. The constraints were expressed as

linear functions of a set of binary integer decision variables at each
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potential disposal facility, with a value of one corresponding to

operation of a disposal well and a value of zero indicating that no

disposal should occur at the potential site. Staged development of

disposal facilities was forced by restricting the number of integer

decision variables which could assume a value of one, gradually relaxing

the restriction during successive management periods. Results of the

mixed-integer linear program indicated that under a staged development

strategy, the optimal aquifer disposal capacity was significantly

smaller than the optimal capacity for the unstaged development plan

because of the fewer number of wells used to dispose of wastes during

early management periods.

The response-function approach has also been used to identify

sources of ground water pollution in a hypothetical aquifer under both

steady-state and transient conditions (Gorelick et al., 1983). For the

steady-state case, the actual locations of leaks in a pipe used for

subsurface waste transmission were identified on the basis of chloride

and tritium concentrations observed at several monitoring wells. Fluid

and solute fluxes at the leaks were also determined. Steady-state

pollutant transport conditions were assumed to prevail, and the volume

of fluid flux from the leaks was considered to be sufficiently small to

maintain steady-state flow conditions. Advection, dispersion, and

first-order tritium decay were incorporated into a numerical solute-

transport model used to generate a concentration response-function

matrix for the linear constraint matrix of a management model. Response

functions were defined for each monitoring well by subjecting 9

potential leak-site nodes in the discretized flow domain to continuous
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unit source fluxes, recording the resulting steady-state concentrations

at monitoring wells. The optimization model was formulated to determine

pipe leak locations and rates of waste fluid leakage at those locations,

given observed concentrations at monitoring wells. Normalized res-

iduals, defined to be equal to simulated minus observed concentrations

at the observation wells divided by observed concentration, were used to

construct the objective function. For the linear-programming model, the

sum of the absolute values of the residuals was minimized, while the sum

of squared residuals was minimized for a similar quadratic-programming

model. Normalized residuals were also entered as slack and surplus

variables in the solute mass-balance constraints. In both cases, solute

fluxes at the nine potential leak locations comprised the decision

variable vector. For the quadratic-programming problem, the decision

variables were essentially nonlinear regression coefficients.

Results of the optimizations indicated that, although the

identified source locations and source fluxes were correct for the case

of accurate monitor well concentrations, the identified sources and

fluxes were incorrect when small errors were introduced to observed

concentrations. This was especially true when using the regression

model, for which extremely large negative and positive source fluxes

were identified when small monitor-well concentration errors were

introduced. The least-absolute-error linear-programming model was more

robust than the least-squares regression model because the sensitivity

of the objective function to large residuals was much larger when

residuals were squared.
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This identification management model was also applied to a

transient solute-transport case. Formulation of the model was focused

on identifying disposal locations and fluxes in a hypothetical aquifer

containing five potential disposal well sites operating over a 4-year

period. Three observation wells were assumed to be available for water

quality monitoring. When no data perturbations were introduced to the

transient problem, both linear and quadratic-programming models

accurately identified 12 separate disposal events occurring throughout

the 4-year period. For moderate errors, both the linear-programming

model and the regression model yielded good estimates of source

concentrations. The identification of source locations was also

reliable, with all sources correctly located for the linear problem and

with some small positive and negative fluxes at inoperative disposal

sites for the regression problem. The high level of accuracy was

related to the large number of measurements associated with the

transient problem, because the number of constraints was larger than the

number of unknowns for the transient case.

Embedding Techniques. Management of ground water quality

resources using the solute-transport equation has also been implemented

using embedding techniques. Willis (1976a) used embedding techniques to

formulate a model describing the conjunctive use of a hypothetical,

unconfined aquifer as a ground water supply source and as a form of

treatment for contaminated ground water. The assimilative waste

capacity of the aquifer was assumed to be sufficient to degrade

nonconservative solutes remaining in injected waste water after

secondary treatment processes. In addition to identifying management
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decisions for which the assimilative capacity of the aquifer was

utilized to its fullest extent while maintaining water-quality

standards, the management model also identified the optimal plant

capacity for secondary surface waste-treatment processes, the optimal

secondary unit treatment process, and the optimal volume of fresh water

for dilution treatment. Both surface and dilution treatments were

implemented prior to deep-well injection of waste waters, with the

aquifer itself acting as a form of treatment through chemical reaction

and adsorption. All processes which degrade constituent concentrations

in the aquifer, including advection, dispersion, linear adsorption, and

first-order chemical reaction, were used to define the assimilative

capacity of the subsurface system.

Costs of treatment and importation of dilution water were

minimized, subject to a series of physical and management constraints.

The costs of pumping fresh ground water and injecting treated waste

water to fulfill exogenous supply and waste-load demands were not

included in formulation of the objective function. Treatment costs were

developed for all feasible unit treatment processes as nonlinear

functions of the treatment plant capacity, and the cost of transporting

dilution water was formulated as a nonlinear function of the volume of

dilution water. An integer variable was introduced to the treatment-

cost term of the objective function in order to permit optimization of

the treatment procedure with respect to the set of possible unit

processes. Only one unit process was allowed to be implemented by

forcing each integer variable to take on a value of zero or one,
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with the sum of integer variables associated with all unit processes

forced to equal one.

Water-quality standards at supply wells were included as

constraints by embedding finite-difference solute-transport equations

for constituent concentration levels at each node in a discretized flow

and solute-transport domain. The resulting constraints were linear

functions of waste-constituent injection concentrations for known

pumping and injection rates. For known unit process efficiencies and

waste-load volumes, these waste-injection concentrations were, in turn,

defined to be linear functions of dilution-water volume. Thus, the

water-quality constraints were ultimately linear with respect to the

dilution-water volume decision variable. In addition to constraints on

water quality at supply wells, constraints on solute concentrations at

injection wells were included in order to prevent clogging and develop-

ment of anaerobic conditions near the injection site. A constraint

was also imposed such that waste fluid volume plus dilution water volume

was less than or equal to treatment plant capacity.

At the optimal solution defined for the hypothetical aquifer,

the marginal cost of importing dilution water was smaller than the added

costs of implementing advanced treatment procedures. Results of the

management model indicated that conjunctive management of an aquifer

system as a means of implementing waste treatment and as a water-supply

source is a feasible strategy. Use of the assimilative capacity of the

saturated zone in a given aquifer as a component of a regional waste

system may significantly reduce treatment costs by eliminating the need

for more advanced treatment processes.
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In another embedding study performed by Willis (1976b), costs

of pumping and injection incurred while implementing the previously

described conjunctive-use strategy were considered. At issue was

identification of the optimal conjunctive use of quantity and quality

resources through definition of ground water-pumping rates, waste-

injection rates, and treatment-plant efficiency such that exogenous

ground water demand, waste-load demand, and ground water-quality

standards imposed throughout the aquifer were satisfied. Re-injection

of treated waste waters was considered to be both a means of utilizing

aquifer assimilative capacity and a means of minimizing costs of pumping

fresh ground water supplies to fulfill local demands.

Both the ground water flow equation and the solute-transport

equation were discretized using the Galerkin finite-element

approximation. The advection-dispersion equation was suitably modified

to account for linear adsorption and first-order kinetic chemical

reactions. Solute transport was assumed to be a nonlinear function of

pumping-rate, injection-rate, and treatment-efficiency decision

variables, as well as source concentrations, a condition which arose

from interaction of the unknown pumping and injection variables with the

unknown effluent concentration.

Costs of constructing and operating the supply system and both

surface and subsurface waste-disposal systems were minimized, subject to

a series of management constraints related to minimum exogenous ground

water demand rates, waste-load requirements, maximum discharge and

injection rates, maximum concentration of solute at both supply and

injection wells, and efficiency of secondary waste water treatment
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performed prior to deep-well injection. Pumping costs were assumed to

be proportional to drawdown and discharge at each supply well, while

injection costs at waste-disposal wells were considered to be a function

of injection rates alone. Treatment costs were related to the effic-

iency of secondary waste water treatment procedures. The resulting

objective function and solute-transport constraints were nonlinear with

respect to the set of pumping and injection rate decision variables.

In an effort to overcome the nonconvexity of the problem, a

situation caused by the fact that the solute-transport constraints were

nonlinear with respect to the decision variables, decomposition of the

mathematical program was performed. The decomposition procedure also

served to reduce the number of decision variables and constraints for

the transient system by dividing the overall management problem into two

separate subproblems involving supply and disposal. The number of

decision variables for each quantity and quality subproblem was thus

made significantly smaller than for the original problem. When the

quantity problem was solved separately from the quality problem, the

quality problem became linear with respect to source concentration

because both discharge and injection rates were specified as output from

the quantity subproblem.

It was reasoned that separate solution of the two subproblems

yielded approximately the same solution which would have been obtained

for the undecomposed management problem by noting that the minimum cost

for the quantity problem would be attained at minimum rates of pumping

and injection. These minimum rates would produce small solute-travel

times, resulting in enhanced assimilative capacity and correspondingly
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reduced surface-treatment costs. Thus, the optimal solution from the

quantity subproblem would be consistent with the optimal solution for

the quality subproblem, and separate solutions of the subproblems

probably represent a close approximation of the minimum cost for the

original management model objective. The decoupling procedure was an

effective means of removing highly-nonlinear influences from the solute-

transport constraints, but required that the discharge and injection

aspects of the strategy be given greater priority than the surface-

treatment component, since decisions regarding discharge and injection

rates were made independently of those related to source concentration.

Gorelick et al. (1979) used a variation of the embedding

technique to determine the maximum concentration of a transient

contaminant source for a hypothetical, one-dimensional ground water

supply system. The advection-dispersion equation was used to describe

movement of chloride from the transient pollution source through the

aquifer under steady-state flow conditions. Since the pollutant was

assumed to originate in a river adjacent to the aquifer, solute influx

was accounted for through the boundary conditions rather than by means

of a source term in the advection-dispersion equation.

When a Crank-Nicolson approximation was used to discretize the

advection-dispersion equation, the resulting block structure of the

coefficient matrix was used to derive matrix equations that could be

easily solved for the maximum permissible source concentration

satisfying quality constraints at each node. The resulting algorithm

was computationally more efficient than embedding a transient
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solute-transport model in the constraint matrix of a conventional

linear-programming problem.

Using embedding techniques, Willis (1979) determined the

optimal strategy for conjunctive use of a hypothetical, confined

aquifer used for waste disposal and water supply. Both injection rates

and solute concentrations in well-injected waste water were optimized

using a decomposed management model in which the optimal schedules of

fresh-water discharge and waste-water injection were first defined

according to known exogenous fresh-water and waste-water demands. These

schedules and the resulting ground water flow regime were then used to

determine the concentration of pollutant in injected waste waters which

would fulfill environmental water-quality standards imposed throughout

the aquifer. The decision variables thus included fresh-water pumping

rates, waste-water injection rates, and waste-water pollutant concentra-

tions.

The Galerkin finite-element method was used to discretize both

the flow equation and the advection-dispersion equation. Recursive

analytical solutions for both fluid flow and solute transport were

derived on the basis of the discretized equations by assuming constant

boundary conditions and a time-invariant management strategy throughout

each management period. That is, the discretization was performed with

respect to space alone, with the time dependency of head and concentra-

tion described by the sum of homogeneous and particular solutions. Use

of a recursive equation eliminated the need for constructing a set of

equations to describe transient flow and solute transport. While the

fluid flow equations were linear with respect to the pumping and
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injection decision variables, the solute transport equations were

nonlinear with respect to fluid recharge rates and waste water con-

centration because these unknown variables occurred multiplicatively in

the solute-transport equations.

A multiobjective function was developed by forming a weighted

sum of objective functions involving minimization and maximization of

head levels and concentrations at selected points in the flow domain.

Each of the terms in the sum represented some aspect of the physical

response of the aquifer. It was reasoned that these physical responses

reflected the economic implications of a given management policy, and

acted as surrogate measures of the economic worth of a certain decision.

The multiobjective formulation included maximization of the minimum head

level observed at all water supply wells, minimization of the maximum

head level at waste-injection wells, and maximization of the minimum

concentration at the injection wells. These objectives maximized the

overall head levels at supply wells, minimized the head at all injection

wells, and maximized the concentration of solute in disposed waste

water, respectively. In effect, pumping and recharge costs, as well as

costs related to treating or diluting waste water prior to injection,

were implicitly minimized.

Linear constraints on the optimum decision variables included

minimum fresh-water demand over the aquifer during each management

period, a constraint which forced the injection wells to dispose of all

specified waste water during each management period, upper limits on

supply and waste-water injection rates, water-quality constraints at
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each supply well, and upper concentration limits for injected waste

water at each disposal site to prevent clogging.

Due to the fact that changes in the ground water velocity field

were considered and that source-concentration and injection-rate

decision variables occurred multiplicatively in a term of the solute-

transport equation, the solute-transport equation was nonlinear with

respect to decisions regarding fluid discharge and injection rates. This

nonlinearity gave rise to nonconvex water-quality constraints, a

condition under which convergence to a solution was not guaranteed. The

problem of convergence to an optimum was solved through application of

decomposition principles by first solving the water-supply and waste-

injection rate subproblem for each management period and then solving

the source-concentration subproblem. This procedure effectively removed

the nonlinearity from the solute-transport subproblem of the model

during each management period, but required that the supply discharge

and waste injection aspects of the strategy be given greater priority

than the injection-concentration component.

Discharge and injection schedules and maximum source concen-

trations were identified over four 120-day management periods using the

formulated model. Parametric linear programming indicated that maximum

allowable injection concentrations were a linear function of ground

water quality standards, suggesting that the water-quality constraints

were exactly fulfilled over the range of tested constraints, and that

maximum use of aquifer waste-disposal capacity was attained. The shadow

prices for the water-quality constraints were a reflection of the

changes in injection concentration per unit change in water-quality
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standard and were indications of the assimilative capacity of the

aquifer, with a large shadow price corresponding to large assimilative

capacity.

Gorelick and Remson (1982b) used embedding techniques to

identify the maximum waste-disposal capacity in a hypothetical,

unconfined aquifer system which was to be conjunctively managed for

both waste disposal and water supply. Total disposal capacity at two

potential sites was maximized in the presence of 1 existing disposal

site and 3 fresh-water supply wells at which water-quality standards

were to be maintained. The advection-dispersion equation was introduced

to the problem by embedding the associated finite-difference equation in

a set of nonlinear constraints. Additional constraints included the

fixed injection flux at the existing disposal site and limits on solute

concentration at the supply wells.

Nonlinearity of the solute-transport equation resulted from

changes in the velocity field induced by waste injection.	 These

nonlinearities were accounted for using an iterative approach. The

optimal solute injection rate at each decision site was identified using

a velocity distribution based on steady-state flow conditions. The

volumetric rate of ground water injection associated with a disposal

site was determined by dividing the optimal solute-injection flux rate

obtained from assumed steady-state flow conditions by an assumed source

concentration. This volumetric rate was then used to update the

velocity field, and optimization of solute-injection fluxes was again

performed. The new optimal fluxes were divided by the same assumed

source concentration to obtain a new estimate of volumetric recharge,
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and the procedure was repeated until the change in the optimal solute

injection rate was less than a prescribed tolerance. Consideration of

the nonlinearity introduced by a changing velocity field reduced total

optimal solute injection flux by 6% from the total flux obtained when

the nonlinearity was ignored.

Parametric programming involving variation of the solute

injection flux at the existing disposal site indicated that slight

reduction in the flux at the existing site would permit a significantly

higher level of waste disposal activity to be maintained in the

hypothetical aquifer during the management period. Parametric program-

ming thus highlights the interdependency and trade offs between disposal

facilities.

A single-site reconnaissance problem was also solved by

maximizing solute concentration at a supply well, subject to the linear

constraints given by the embedded advection-dispersion equation. The

shadow prices associated with each constraint reflected the concentra-

tion at the supply well due to a unit source concentration injected at

the finite-difference node associated with the constraint equation.

After the entire problem was scaled such that a unit source mass flux

would be equivalent to the desired injection rate for the single-well

management problem, the shadow prices, or unit source impact indicators,

represented the concentration at the supply well due to disposal-site

injection at the assigned injection rate. All nodes at which the shadow

prices were less than the water-quality standard at the supply well

corresponded to potential disposal sites for the desired injection

rate.
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Gorelick (1983) has presented an overview of the work done with

respect to management of both the quantity and quality of ground water

resources utilizing response-function and embedding techniques.



CHAPTER 3

THE GROUND WATER HYDRAULIC MANAGEMENT MODEL

The ground water hydraulic management model used in this

investigation was formulated to minimize the costs associated with

pumping fresh-water supply wells and contaminant recovery wells in a

polluted aquifer such that further movement of a contaminated plume of

ground water towards fresh-water supplies could be prevented. As

indicated in Figure 5, a contaminated ground water plume will threaten

the quality of fresh-water supplies if, on a regional scale, the

direction of ground water flow is towards the uncontaminated portions of

the aquifer. Smaller-scale gradients induced by pumping at the

hydraulically-downgradient supply wells would tend to exacerbate the

problem by steepening existing hydraulic gradients toward fresh-water

supplies.

As illustrated in Figure 5, remedial efforts to protect fresh-

water resources can be focused on the operation of contaminant-recovery

wells situated along the downgradient edge of the advancing plume.

These wells would be required to intercept sufficient ground water to

stagnate flow at selected points between the contaminant-recovery wells

and the downgradient fresh-water supply wells. If it is assumed that

advective mechanisms of pollutant transport are dominant and that

chemical or physical reactions of the solute do not occur, flow
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stagnation will be equivalent to containment of wastes with respect to

fresh-water supplies. Chloride or sulfate would be representative of

conservative solutes for which advection would be the primary transport

mechanism, especially under the influence of small hydraulic gradients

when mechanical dispersion would tend to be negligible.

Total costs associated with pumping from both the supply wells

and the recovery wells were minimized over a 5-year planning horizon,

subject to specified linear constraints. Costs of pumping were assumed

to be proportional to the total hydraulic lift and rate of pumping at

each of 8 discharging supply and 11 recovery wells, summed over all 19

wells and 5 one-year management periods. The resulting objective

function was quadratic with respect to the discharge decision variables

and required a quadratic-programming algorithm for solution.

A response-function approach toward formulating the ground

water hydraulic management model was used because when the number of

potential decision sites is small relative to the number of nodes used

to discretize the flow domain, the computational efficiency of the

response-function approach is superior to that associated with the

embedding technique. Constraints used to define the minimum cost of

operating the recovery/supply well network included institutional limits

on minimum fresh-water demands and legal limits on maximum ground water

appropriations at fresh-water supply wells, as well as hydraulic

constraints on velocity at observation wells situated between the

contaminated and uncontaminated portions of the hypothetical aquifer.

The velocity constraints were designed so as to re-orient ground water
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flow lines towards the recovery wells and away from the supply wells. In

addition, hydraulic constraints on drawdown at all supply and recovery

wells were used to incorporate a 'safe yield' component to the manage-

ment strategy. Ground water mass continuity considerations were

included in the operating-cost objective function and in the drawdown

constraints through use of discrete unit response functions obtained

from the ground water flow-simulation component of the management model.

Unit Response Functions 

The simulation component of the ground water hydraulic manage-

ment model was coupled with a quadratic-programming algorithm by means

of a response-function approach, which served to express the hydraulic

variables of the hypothetical aquifer as linear functions of the supply-

and recovery-well discharge decision variables. The use of linear

systems theory greatly facilitated formulation of the operating-cost

objective function, and permitted hydraulic constraints to be linearized

with respect to the decision variables. Otherwise, iterative procedures

would have been required to maintain feasibility of the management

strategy during optimization with respect to nonlinear constraints. For

this particular investigation, both drawdown and velocity were described

as linear combinations of the set of controllable supply- and recovery-

well discharge decision variables.

The drawdown response functions were obtained by discretizing

the hypothetical horizontal flow domain and by using finite-difference

methods to solve the governing two-dimensional partial differential
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equation for transient, saturated ground water flow in a nonhomogeneous,

nondeformable, confined aquifer:

* [T(x)Vs(x,t)]	 = S(x) 6s(x,t) 	- 2 Q(xj)6(x-x)
St	 j=1

[1]

where:

T(x) = spatially-distributed transmissivity [L 2/T]

s(x,t) = spatially-distributed and time-variant drawdown [L]

S(x) = spatially-distributed storage coefficient

Q(x) = the constant rate of well discharge at vector

location,• positive for discharge [L3/T]xj

6(x-xj) = the Dirac delta function [1/L 2 ]

M = the total number of point sinks and sources

x = the two-dimensional Euclidean space vector [L]

xj = the vector location of pumping well j [L]

t = the time coordinate [T]

Due to the temporal and spatial dependencies implied by equation [1],

it must be solved for the drawdown variable using known initial and

boundary conditions. Equation [1] is equivalent to the parabolic,

inhomogeneous heat-flow equation with external point heat sinks, and

can be derived according to mass-balance principles. Areal recharge or

discharge of water due to precipitation, evapotranspiration, or vertical

leakage from and into underlying or overlying units were assumed to be
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time-invariant and thus implicitly included in initial steady-state

conditions.

For an unconfined aquifer, transmissivity is a function of

drawdown. Under these conditions, equation [1] becomes nonlinear. If

it can be assumed that drawdown s(x,t) is small relative to the initial

saturated thicknesses for all time and space, the system approaches

linearity and the drawdown solution can be formulated, using the

principle of superposition, as a linear combination of particular

solutions associated with each pumping well. Moreover, if the Theis

assumptions are valid, the resulting drawdown solution is of the form:

M
s(x,t) = E

j=1

co
e
-0Q(xj)

47rT	 f	 e
2r_i S
4Tt

de [2]

where:

S = the storage coefficient of the aquifer

T = the transmissivity of the aquifer [L 2/T]

rj = the magnitude of the vector representing x-xj [L]

t = time since pumping began [T]

0 = a dummy variable of integration

Since integration is simply the continuous analog of summation,

equation [2] suggests that drawdown can be expressed as a linear

combination of the set of discharge decision variables Q(xj), with

j = 1,2,...M. The solution to the flow equation given by equation [2]
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does not include a homogeneous solution term because the drawdown is

referenced to the initial hydraulic head. The absence of a homogeneous

term underscores the independence of drawdown from starting conditions

in a perfectly linear system.

For transmissivity that is approximately constant, velocity can

alsobedescribedasalinearcombinatim (xjariables

using Darcy's law, which states that ground water flux is directly

proportional to discharge. The linearized drawdown and velocity

variables will henceforth be referred to as algebraic technological

functions in order to be consistent with the terminology of Maddock

(1972), who first introduced the concept to the field of ground water

management. These technological functions are so named because they can

be incorporated into a linear constraint, or technological, matrix.

Assuming negligible vertical flow components and constant

discharge from fully-penetrating wells, the algebraic technological

functions can be expressed as follows (Maddock, 1972; Maddock, personal

communication,	 1984):

M n
s(k,n)	 = E

j=1

M

2
i=1

n

fl(k,j,n-i+1)Q(j,i) k =	 1,2,3,...M [3]

vx(P,P)	 = E
j=1

M

E
i=1

n

Ovx(P,j0 - i+ 1 )Q(J,i) P	 =	 1,2,3,...M0 [4]

vy (p,n)	 = E
j=1

E
i=1

/3"	 (p,j,n-i+1)Q(j,i)
vY

p =	 1,2,3,...M0 [5]
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where:

s(k,n) = the drawdown at pumping well k at the end of the nth

management period, averaged over the finite-difference

vx (p,n) = the magnitude of the x-component of the velocity

vector at the pth velocity-observation well at the

end of management period n, averaged over the

associated finite-difference cell [L/T]

vy (p,n) = the magnitude of the y-component of the velocity

vector at the pth velocity-observation well at the

end of management period n, averaged over the

associated finite-difference cell [L/T]

fl(k,j,n-i+1) = the average incremental drawdown response at the kth

well at the end of the nth management period to a unit

pulse of pumping at the jth well during the ith

management period [T/L 2 ]

flvx(P , j , n-i+1) = the average incremental velocity response in the

x-direction at the pth velocity-observation well at

the end of the nth management period to a unit pulse

of pumping at the jth well during the ith management

period [1/L2 ]

flvy (p,j,n-1+1) = the average incremental velocity response in the

y-direction at the pth velocity-observation well at

the end of the nth management period to a unit pulse
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of pumping at the jth well during the ith management

period [1/L 2 ]

Q(j,i) = the average volumetric rate of discharge at the jth

pumping well during the ith management period [L3/T]

M = the total number of drawdown-observation sites at

which discharge is occurring

Mo = the total number of velocity-observation sites

Algebraic technological functions can formally be viewed as time-

discrete convolutions of discharge series at each pumping well with

unit-response functions fi(k,j, i), fivx(P,i,i), and fivy (p,j,i), summed

over all M pumping wells. The time-dependent ordinates of fi(k,j,i),

fivx(P,j,i), and fivy (p,j,i) are essentially incremental drawdowns at

each of the M drawdown-observation wells and incremental velocity

components at each of the Mo velocity-observation wells at the end of

management period i, due to unit pulses of pumping at all M discharging

wells applied during the first period. For small nodal elements and

management periods, average drawdown and velocity predicted by equations

[3], [4], and [5] represent accurate measures of the actual transient

hydraulic response of the aquifer at a point.

A typical discrete drawdown response function for a single

pumping well and a single drawdown-observation well in a hypothetical

aquifer is shown in Figure 6a. The geometrically-decaying behavior of

the discrete drawdown response function when j=k is related to the

decrease in incremental drawdown with respect to time caused by pulse

pumping applied during the first management period and abruptly
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terminated at the end of this period. This exponential behavior is, in

fact, predicted by equation [2] when j=k. For the case of an observa-

tion made at a well other than the pump well, ,bik and peak drawdown will

be lagged over a period of time that is dependent on the distance

between wells j and k and the properties of the aquifer between the

wells. A drawdown unit response function will geometrically approach

some non-zero value of drawdown when all or part of the unit pulse of

discharge is derived from aquifer storage. Typical x- and y-component

velocity response functions for the case of a pumping well that is its

own velocity-observation well (j=p) are shown in Figures 6b and 6c.

These functions tend to zero geometrically regardless of whether the

unit discharge is obtained from aquifer storage or from boundary

recharge. This asymptotic behavior can be attributed to diminishing

hydraulic gradient-steepening affects over time produced by a single

pulse of pumping applied only during the initial management period. For

a velocity observation made at a well other than the pumping well, peak

velocity will be lagged over time. The gamma function can be used to

represent continuous analogs of discretized drawdown or velocity unit-

response functions.

In a physical sense, the ordinates of the fl(k,j,i) discrete unit

response function, referred to as drawdown response coefficients, can be

viewed as modified forms of the well-function integrand. Through

transformation of the dummy variable in equation [2] to a continuous

analog of the time variable i and discrete integration with respect to

this time variable, the following closed-form expression for the
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drawdown response coefficients was developed by assuming constant

pumping rates within any given management period:

e -r
2
(k,j)S/47(n-i+1)At

fl(k,j,n-i+1) =	
47a(n-i+1)
	 [6]

where:

r(k,j) = the distance between wells k and j

At = the uniform duration of all management periods [T]

These coefficients are clearly independent of pumpage rates, indicating

that equation [3] is indeed linear with respect to Q(j,i) decision

variables. Details of the derivation are given in Appendix A. Alterna-

tively, the fl(k,j,n-i+1) function may be interpreted as a time integra-

tion of the Green's function for equation [1] (Maddock, 1972).

For practical purposes, when the Theis assumptions are not

justified and equation [6] can not be used, the drawdown response

functions are obtained by subjecting a calibrated numerical model of the

ground water flow domain to unit discharges at each supply and recovery

well utilizing known initial and boundary conditions. These unit

discharges are maintained for one management period, and drawdown

responses observed until no measurable additional drawdown occurs or
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until the end of the planning horizon. Maddock (1972) proved the

existence of the fl(k,j,i) coefficients for a nonhomogeneous aquifer of

finite extent. However, in an unconfined aquifer, the assumption of

linearity which is implicit to convolution equation [3] may be violated

during operation of the flow-simulation model unless drawdown or

discharge are constrained to be small.

The problem of nonlinearity in the constraint equations may be

overcome by using the truncated series solution to the Boussinesq

equation derived by Maddock (1974b). Alternatively, the Jacob (1944)

correction for unconfined drawdown may be applied to account for

decreasing transmissivity caused by reduced saturated thickness. If

nonlinearities of the flow equations are pronounced, recourse can be

made to an iterative approach for solving the management problem.

However, given the uncertainty of determining distributed simulation-

model parameters such as transmissivity and storativity for real ground

water aquifers, the problems introduced by nonlinear influences in an

unconfined aquifer subject to slight transient influences can often be

considered as insignificant potential sources of error. Assumptions of

linearity for the unconfined case can be tested after optimization by

inputting optimal Q(j,i) values to the flow-simulation component of the

management model and determining whether simulated drawdowns match the

drawdown activities predicted by the optimization model for a purely

linear system. For the unconfined case, the unit of pumpage used to

obtain response functions should be sufficiently small to maintain

system linearity by minimizing drawdown but should be of the same
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magnitude as anticipated optimal discharges in order to minimize

nonlinear effects of boundary capture. Head levels should be reset to

initial levels prior to pulse pumping at each well in order to reference

the system to its quiescent state, although for a perfectly linear

system this procedure would be unneccessary.

The fivx(P,j,i) and fl vy (p,j,i) discrete, time-dependent unit

velocity response functions may be interpreted in an analogous way to

the fl(k,j,i) functions. Since seepage velocity can be expressed in

terms of drawdown gradients according to Darcy's law, the velocity unit

response functions are themselves dependent on spatial gradients of the

drawdown unit response functions. In fact, the velocity response

functions are nothing more than first-order derivatives of the drawdown

response functions in the x- or y- directions, multiplied by the

hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer and divided by the effective

porosity of the aquifer at the decision site. Darcy's law supplies the

means of linearizing the velocity components with respect to the

discharge variables Q(j,i). In practice, the velocity response

functions must be obtained from a flow-simulation model to account for

finite aquifer extent, aquifer nonhomogeneities, and other violations of

ideal aquifer behavior. fivx(P,j,i) and hy (p,j,i) coefficients are

generated by subjecting a calibrated flow-simulation model to a unit

pulse of pumping at each discharge well using known initial and boundary

conditions. The discrete velocity response functions defined at each

velocity-observation well are then convolved with the pumping sequence
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at each discharging well, and these convolutions are summed over all M

pumping supply and recovery wells according to equations [4] and [5].

When one considers the assumptions inherent in Darcy's law, it

becomes apparent that the problem of nonlinearity again arises for

transient, unconfined conditions and may affect the validity of

convolution equations [4] and [5]. Nonlinearities are related to the

fact that the cross-sectional flow area is a function of drawdown for

the unconfined case, causing Darcy's law to predict inaccurate seepage

velocities for the transient, unconfined case unless drawdown is small

relative to the saturated thickness of the aquifer. Again, the severity

of linearity violations for a particular optimization problem involving

transient, unconfined flow conditions may be tested after optimization

by inputting optimal Q(j,i) values to an external simulation model in an

effort to determine whether velocity activities obtained from the

optimization model using linear equations [4] and [5] are roughly

equivalent to simulated velocities.

Formulation of the Management Model 

The ground water hydraulic management model used during the

course of this investigation was formulated in such a way as to minimize

the costs of pumping fresh-water supply wells and of simultaneously

containing and intercepting contaminated ground water supplies through

operation of recovery wells. The cost objective function was defined on

the basis of physical factors which were believed to dominate pumping

costs. Minimization of the operating-cost function was subject to a set

of hydraulic, legal, and institutional constraints. These constraints,
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together with the cost objective function, comprised the elements of the

management model used to identify the optimal strategy for allocating

finite ground water resources near areas of contamination.

The Operating-Cost Objective Function

An economic rather that a physical objective was chosen. This

involved optimization of direct costs rather than optimization of the

indirect environmental costs associated with utilizing the aquifer. No

costs were attributed to chemical degradation of water, aquifer

subsidence, or other indications of decreased aquifer integrity. The

management objective was to minimize pumping costs at all supply and

recovery wells. Costs associated with pumping fresh-water supply wells

and contaminant-recovery wells were assumed to be directly proportional

to the rate of discharge and to the total hydraulic lift at each pumping

well (Nelson and Busch, 1967). Based on this assumption, the total

pumping cost was expressed as the product of a discounted unit-cost

index, the discharge at each pumping well, and the total hydraulic lift

at each pumping well, summed over all pumping wells and over all

management periods in the planning horizon. The intent of the optimiza-

tion procedure was to minimize the present value of pumping costs with

respect to the decision variables within a feasible region of the

decision-variable subspace. The economic objective function was

formulated as follows (Maddock, 1972):

M N
min Z .
	 2	 2 C(k,n) h [s(k,n) + L(k)] Q(k,n)

k=1 n=1 (1+r)
[7]
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where:

Z = the present value of total pumping costs for M supply

and recovery wells over N management periods, per unit

management period time [$/T]

M = the total number of pumping supply and recovery wells

in the aquifer at which decisions are to be made

N = the total number of management periods in the planning

horizon

C(k,n) = the pumping cost, in future dollars per unit volume of

discharge per unit total hydraulic lift, at pumping

well k during management period n, assumed constant

over the planning horizon [$/L 4 ]

r = the current or projected annual interest rate

s(k,n) = the average pumpage-induced drawdown at pumping well k

at the end of management period n [L]

L(k) = the initial hydraulic lift at pumping well k prior to

pumping from the well [L]

Q(k,n) = the average discharge rate at pumping well k during

management period n [L3/T]

C(k,n) can be interpreted as the cost of the energy required to extract

a unit volume of ground water by overcoming a unit total hydraulic lift

within any given management period. The product of total lift and

discharge volume is essentially equal to the summation of the average

hydraulic lift over each element of fluid which comprises the total
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discharge volume associated with Q(k,n) and is therefore a direct

measure of energy requirements needed to pump Q(k,n) units of discharge

for the duration of the management period. If total discounted cost Z

is to be minimized through variation of the decision variables,

objection function [7] has to be expressed as a function of only the

discharge decision variables Q(j,i) and Q(k,n), which represent the same

set of variables. Substituting the drawdown algebraic technological

function given by equation [3] for the drawdown variable, the objective

function was reformulated as:

MNMn
minZ=	 2222C(k,n) Q(k,n) fi(k,j,n-i+1) Q(j,i)

k=1 n=1 j=1 i=1 (l+r)n

M N
2	 2 C(k,n) L(k) Q(k,n)
	

[8]
k=1 n=1 (l+r)n

The first summation in objective function [8] is quadratic with

respect to the discharge decision variable vector. Thus, a nonlinear-

programming algorithm is required to identify the set of Q(k,n)

variables which minimizes the total cost of operating supply and

recovery wells in the hypothetical aquifer over a continuum of feasible

pumpages.	 Alternatively, an iterative optimization could be performed

using objective function [7] with initially-assumed drawdowns. 	 The

optimal discharges obtained from a linear-programming model using the

assumed drawdowns would then be input to the simulation component of the

model to generate new drawdown estimates, and the process repeated. As
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mentioned in Chapter I, such a procedure generally produces suboptimal

results because economic trade-offs over time are not considered.

Objective function [8] permits cost minimization over the

entire planning horizon of N management periods. For discharge in

units of cubic feet per second, hydraulic lift in feet, and unit

pumping cost in future dollars per cubic feet of discharge per total

feet of lift, minimum cost is expressed in units of present dollars per

second of management period duration. Objective function [8] represents

an approximate measure of the quality of the conjunctive supply/remedia-

tion strategy, with minimum cost corresponding to the best decision in

the constrained decision-variable subspace. It should be noted that

objective function [8] is characterized by continuous first- and second-

order derivatives, properties which make it possible to perform a Newton

curve-fitting and linesearch procedure utilizing approximations of the

gradient and Hession of Z.

For the demonstrative study, it was assumed that fixed costs

associated with supply- and recovery-well construction and pump

installation were not directly relevant to the optimization procedure.

Use of a moderately-large number of potential sites within critical

areas of the flow domain permitted a certain degree of site-recon-

naissance to be automatically performed during optimization, since

operation of wells which increase pumping costs while offering no

contribution towards fulfilling constraints would be assigned zero-

valued discharges by the quadratic-programming algorithm. The total

cost of drilling, well installation, and pumping operations could then
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be defined on a post-optimal basis by simply adding the fixed costs at

each discharging well to the cost of pumping. However, given that

drilling and installation costs would tend to dominate pumping costs for

a short planning horizon, the feasibility of using such a simplified

reconnaissance component to identify minimum total cost greatly depends

on the length of time during which a management strategy is to be

defined. Minimization of costs over longer periods of time results in a

smaller influence of fixed costs on overall costs.

Inclusion of all possible fixed costs requires the generation of

fl(k,j,i), flvx (k,j,i), and flvy (k,j,i) unit response functions at all

potential well locations in the aquifer. Consideration of each separate

pumping site would thus involve the determination of (2M + 2M0 - 1) * N

additional response function coefficients at each node. Clearly, the

consideration of possible decision sites at all nodes in the discretized

domain would require a prohibitive amount of computer time and storage

if a response-function approach were used, and the introduction of all

potential well sites was believed to be unjustified from a purely

computational standpoint.

The use of mixed-integer programming as a means of including a

formal site-reconnaissance component to the management model was not

possible, given the quadratic form of the objective function. If,

however, the cost function could be shown to have negligible nonlinear

influences near the solution, as would be the case for a lightly-

stressed system in which the first term of objective function [8] is

negligible, a minimum total-cost strategy could be approximated as a
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mixed-integer linear-programming problem. Alternatively, the quadratic-

programming problem could be linearized using some type of separable

programming or iterative procedure, permitting the site-reconnaissance

integer component to be appended to the linearized formulation.

Objective function Z could also be minimized using the absolute

value of the gradient of the objective function, subject to the same

constraints used to minimize the objective function. Given the strict

convexity of the purely-quadratic objective function, satisfaction of

first-order necessary and sufficient conditions is enough to define a

global minimum because the second-order conditions are automatically

fulfilled at the solution point. Moreover, the gradient objective

function is linear with respect to the decision variables, and a mixed-

integer formulation can be used to introduce fixed costs to the linear-

programming problem. Minimization of the gradient of the quadratic

objective function requires simultaneous minimization of the partial

derivatives of Z with respect to each decision variable. Coefficients

of terms in the derivative function for a given decision variable are

defined by the corresponding row of the Hessian matrix for the original

objective function Z.

Given the difficulties of introducing a site-reconnaissance

element to the management model, an approach based on post-optimal

calculations of fixed costs was adopted. This approach involved the

placement of a sufficient number of supply and recovery wells in

critical areas of the flow domain such that the optimization procedure

could assign zero-valued pumpage at those wells which contributed
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nothing towards satisfying the constraints at minimum cost. In effect,

the number of degrees of freedom was made sufficiently large such that a

strategy could be identified which would be close to the true optimum

otherwise attained for an unlimited number of potential sites. The cost

of drilling and installation could then be determined after optimization

using expected well drilling and installation costs and capital costs of

pumping at each site for which a non-zero discharge was identified by

the management model. It should be noted, however, that this procedure

probably resulted in the identification of a suboptimal minimum cost,

since the total cost of drilling and installation would not be implicit-

ly minimized through such an approach.

Costs related to disposal or treatment of recovered ground water

were also not directly considered in the formulation of the objective

function. To the extent that costs of treatment would tend to be a

function of time-variant contaminant concentrations in recovered ground

water, inclusion of a treatment component would require that some type

of transient solute-transport model be incorporated into the constraint

matrix using either embedding or response-function techniques. The

addition of solute-flux variables to the decision-variable vector might

introduce significant nonlinearities to the constraint matrix due to

dependency between unknown values of ground water discharge, solute-

outflux, and contaminant concentrations in the waste water. Considering

the demonstrative purposes of the study, use of nonlinear constraints

and incorporation of transient solute-transport characteristics of the
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aquifer were expected to present more difficulties during optimization

than could be justified.

In an attempt to avoid these difficulties, it was proposed that

a strategy involving diversion of recovered ground water to crops

tolerant of low-quality irrigation water be used. For this strategy to

be reasonable, the contaminant tolerance limit would need to be larger

than or equal to the maximum concentration of pollutant in the aquifer

and the assimilative capacity of the crop-supporting soil would have to

be sufficient to prevent significant re-entry of contaminants into the

aquifer. In addition, costs of building and operating a waste-water

transmission system would need to be considered negligible relative to

costs of pumping. And finally, the sum of recovery-well discharges

would be required to be less than or equal to the total demand rate for

low-quality water during each management period. Otherwise, excess

waste water would need to be treated for higher-quality uses, stored, or

disposed of in a suitable manner. For the hypothetical demonstrative

model, it was assumed that irrigation demand for waste water was always

larger than the supply of recovered water, that transmission costs were

small relative to total costs, that the maximum contaminant

concentration was smaller than the crop tolerance limit, that the crops

did not uptake contaminants through their roots and incorporate them

into plant tissue, and that the crop-supporting soil was capable of

adsorbing all contaminants out of the recovered water. Thus, there was

no need to explicitly include the diversion strategy in the management

model formulation.
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It was assumed that the benefits associated with complete

containment and recovery of contaminants and fulfillment of fresh-

water needs were fixed. Thus, benefits were not explicitly included in

objective function [8].

Linear Constraints

In order to facilitate operation of the management model, only

linear constraints were used to identify the feasible region over which

pumpage variables were continuously allowed to vary. Use of nonlinear

constraints requires iterative techniques and greatly increases the

amount of computer time needed for identifying an optimal solution.

Minimum Fresh-Water Demand. A minimum target demand for

uncontaminated supplies over the entire planning horizon was included as

a constraint by introducing the equation:

Ms N
2	 E Q(k,n) ?_
k=1 n=1	 DTOTAL [9]

where:

M s = the total number of fresh-water supply wells in the

set of M pumping wells

DTOTAL = the minimum required total rate of ground water usage

over the planning horizon of N management periods,

considered to be deterministic and established by

institutional policy [L3/T]
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The above notation was used with the assumption that the first Ms*N

elements of the decision variable vector corresponded to fresh-

water discharge rates. The remaining (M-Ms )*N elements of this vector

denoted the rates of pumping at all recovery wells.

In addition, the minimum demand for uncontaminated ground water

during each management period was included as a subset of constraint

equations such that variations in projected minimum demands between

management periods could be introduced to the optimization procedure:

Ms
E Q(k,n) > D(n)	 n = 1,2,...N	 [10]

k=1

where:

D(n) = the projected minimum demand for management period n,

assumed to be a deterministic variable established by

institutional policy [L3/T]

It should be noted that, if treatment costs for intercepted ground water

had been included in objective function [8], the sum of discharges over

all M pumping wells, rather than over the supply wells only, could have

been used to satisfy fresh-water demand constraints given by in-

equalities [9] and [10].

Maximum Permissible Drawdown. In order to incorporate a 'safe

yield' component to the management strategy, the drawdown at all supply
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and recovery wells for all recovery periods was constrained to be less

than some fraction 7 of the initial saturated thickness at the cor-

responding pumping well:

s(k,n) < T b(k)
	

k = 1,2,...M

n = 1,2,...N

with b(k) equal to the initial saturated thickness at supply or recovery

well k. Equation [3] was used to transform the drawdown variables

s(k,n) into linear functions of the decision variables that could be

incorporated into the set of linear constraint equations as follows:

M	 n
E	 2 16(k,j,n-i+1)0(j,i) < 7 b(k)
	

k = 1,2,...M [11a]
j=1 i=1

n = 1,2,...N

7' was chosen subjectively as a measure of safe yield and was not

explicitly treated as a decision variable during the optimization

procedure. For situations in which optimal values of T are desired,

T(k,n) may be treated as a spatially- and temporally-variable decision

variable by simply expressing maximum permissible drawdown using the

inequality constraint:

M	 n
E	 E fl(k,j,n-i+1)0(j,i) - T(k,n)b(k) < 0
j=1 i=1

k = 1,2,...M

n = 1,2,...N

[11b]
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with r(k,n) corresponding to the allowable fraction of initial saturated

thickness dewatering at well k during the nth management period. The

inequality constraint would automatically optimize the trade-off between

future and present withdrawals of ground water and produce values of

r(k,n) that describe dynamic levels of optimal 'safe yield' throughout

the planning horizon.

For an unconfined aquifer, r should be chosen such that

transmissivity remains roughly constant throughout the planning horizon

at each pumping well, and thus over the entire aquifer. This ensures a

closer approximation to confined conditions and greater justification

for the linearity assumption. In practice, the value of r that

maintains linearity under unconfined conditions is problem-dependent.

T may be chosen according to considerations other than those relating

to safe yield. For example, T might be selected such that hydraulic

head in the uncontaminated aquifer is always larger than head in

overlying or underlying contaminated aquifers that may otherwise

contribute vertical leakage to the uncontaminated aquifer.

Plume Containment. Complete containment of the plume was also

considered to be a constraint on the minimum cost of managing a fresh-

water aquifer supply in the presence of contaminating influences.

These constraints were necessitated by the potential encroachment of the

polluted lens of ground water into uncontaminated supplies due to

regional hydraulic gradients toward the supply field. Encroachment was

also exacerbated by pumpage at the supply wells and by related increases

in the hydraulic gradients and ground water velocities toward these
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supply wells. Pumpages at the contaminant recovery wells located at the

edge of the plume were required to neutralize or reverse the flux of

water at observation wells situated between contaminated and

uncontaminated portions of the aquifer. Gradient neutralization or

reversal achieved the desired strategy of complete stabilization or

reversal of contam- inant plume movement relative to the fresh-water

supply fields during recovery operations. A schematic representation of

the relationship between supply-well and recovery-well induced velocity

at observation wells is shown in Figure 7.

Initial velocity components v ox and voy can be obtained by

resolving the initial velocity vector at each velocity-observation

well, observed prior to the application of pumping stresses. In the

absence of any pumping prior to operation of these wells, this vector

represents steady-state velocity at the velocity-observation well (see

Figure 7a). Pumping at a supply well induces the incremental velocity

components v sx and v sy , as shown in Figure 7b. The incremental velocity

components vi x and vi y , illustrated in Figure 7c, result from pumpage at

the interception recovery well. The vector sums of the initial and

induced incremental velocity components, v x and Vy, must be zero or must

be directed away from the supply well and toward the recovery well in

order to ensure complete pollutant containment with respect to the

supply well. If the x- and y-axes are oriented such that positive x is

toward the east and positive y is toward the south, the containment

requirement for the particular well configuration shown in Figure 7 may

be stated as:
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vx(p,n) = vox(P) + vsx(P,n) + vi x (p,n) > 0

vy (p,n) = voy (p) + vsy (p,n) + viy (p,n) > 0

p = 1,2,...M0

n = 1,2,...N

,where Mo equals 1 for the single observation well situation. The

vector component additions and the resultant vector are shown in Figures

7d and 7e. The containment requirement must be satisfied for all

management periods in the planning horizon.

For a system of M pumping supply and recovery wells and Mo

velocity-observation wells, the above containment constraints can be

redefined in terms of the decision variables using equations [4] and

[5], which superimpose incremental velocity components induced by

pumping at all supply and recovery wells:

	M 	 n
vsx(P , n) + vix(P , n) = 22 Pvx(P , i , n - i+ 1 )40,i) � - vox(P)	 [ 12]

j=1 i=1	 >

p = 1,2,...M0

n = 1,2,...N

	

M	 n

	

v sy (p,n) + vi y (p,n) = 2	 2 flvx(P , i , n - i -1-1)Q0,0 � - vov(P)	 [13]
j=1 i=1	 >	 "

p = 1,2,...M0

n = 1,2,...N
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The directions of the inequality signs in constraints [12] and [13] are

related to the well-network configuration, the location of the

observation wells relative to the plume, and the sign of the initial

velocity components, and are entirely problem-dependent. The above

constraints state that the sum of recovery-well induced velocity

increments are required to neutralize or reverse the initial, steady-

state velocity components and the sum of supply-well induced velocity

increments at all Mo observation wells and for all N management periods.

If the system was subject to transient influences at the onset of

optimization, transient velocity effects would have to be incorporated

into constraint equations [12] and [13] by adding them explicitly to the

left-hand side or by identifying the discharge variables Q(j,i) which

gave rise to them.

The optimal management strategy defined in accordance with

constraint inequalities [12] and [13] would maintain recovery-well

discharges at rates sufficiently large to prevent any contamination from

migrating downgradient through the network of velocity-observation

wells. Use of the velocity constraints was thus equivalent to the

assumption that any contaminant concentration outside the plume, over

and above background concentrations, was unacceptable. These con-

straints were used in place of a solute-transport simulation model

component, which would have required embedding of discretized advection-

dispersion equations or execution of an external solute-transport

simulation model.
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It might be noted at this point that the containment strategy

implemented through velocity constraints is superior to the more

conventional approach of hydraulic gradient reversal for situations in

which true anisotropy or anisotropy due to nonhomogeneity is present in

the aquifer. Use of fivx (p,j,i) and flyy (p,j,i) coefficients implicitly

accounts for such anisotropy, which tends to deflect ground water flow

from the direction perpendicular to equipotential lines. Simple

hydraulic gradient reversal cannot directly account for such flow

deflection under anisotropic conditions.

For negative values of -vox(P) or -voy (p), inequalities [12]

and [13] were modified by appending surplus or slack variables and by

multiplying the resulting equalities by -1 to force positive values of

the right-hand side. This allows nonnegativity of the decision

variables to be maintained during application of the simplex method,

which is facilitated by specification of nonnegative decision variables

in the 'pricing-out' of basic and superbasic variables during a reduced-

gradient search procedure.

Appropriation and Nonnegativitv. In addition to constraints

[9] through [13], an upper bound was included for each supply well

during each management period for situations in which ground water

usage would be subject to the doctrine of prior appropriation.

Appropriation constraints were of the form:

Q(k,n) < n' — -MAx(k , n) k = 1,2,...M 5

n = 1,2,...N

[14]
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where QMAX(k,n) is the appropriated right at supply well k during

management period n, again assuming that the decision variables are

ordered such that the first Ms*N variables are associated with fresh-

water supply wells. No appropriation limits were established at the

recovery wells, since the containment of potentially hazardous wastes

was considered to have priority over all other aspects of ground water

management and because rights to contaminated ground water have no

economic meaning.

Finally, since discharge was treated as a positive variable for

the recovery-well containment strategy, the nonnegativity constraints:

Q(k,n) > 0
	

k = 1,2,...M
	

[15]

n = 1,2,...N

were imposed. This prevented injection from occurring at any of the M

supply or recovery wells during any time in the planning horizon and

also fulfilled the conditions required for application of the simplex

method, which requires specification of nonnegative decision variables

during the 'pricing-out' of basic and superbasic variables. By

uniformly specifying nonnegativity of all decision variables, the

reduced costs can be used to systematically identify the nonbasic

decision variable which would yield the greatest improvement in the

objective value when entered into the superbasis and, indirectly, into

the basis.
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Objective function [8], together with the constraints given by

inequalities [9] through [13] and appropriation and nonnegativity

bounds defined by inequalities [14] and [15], comprised the cost-

minimization management model. The model was used to identify an

optimal strategy for developing fresh-water supplies, utilizing recovery

wells to prevent further ground water contamination and to capture

contaminated ground water. The optimization algorithm MINOS was used to

minimize the quadratic objective function with respect to slack,

surplus, and discharge decision variables (Murtaugh and Saunders, 1977).

Application of the MINOS Algorithm to the Formulated 
Ground Water Hydraulic Management Model 

Since objective function [8] is continuous and has continuous

first- and second-order derivatives and because the constrained domain

of decision variables is a connected subspace rather than a set of

isolated regions, small changes in any given decision variable were

always possible and were expected to produce small changes in the

objective value and in other measures of the worth of the management

decision. Thus, a gradient search procedure for performing the

optimization was considered an efficient and effective means of

identifying the optimal management strategy.

The MINUS algorithm utilizes a reduced-gradient search procedure

to determine the minimum of a quadratic objective function over the

subspace of feasible decision variables. Structural decision variables

and slack or surplus variables associated with the linear constraint

matrix are partitioned into basic, superbasic, and nonbasic variables
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during each iteration of the algorithm (see Figure 8). The motivation

for introducing the concept of superbasic variables is that many

features of the simplex method which have been developed for linear

problems can be incorporated into the nonlinear algorithm when super-

basic variables are defined. The algorithm utilizes a reduced-gradient

approach, in which the basic structural, slack, or surplus variables

associated with B are made functionally dependent on the superbasic and

nonbasic variables through the structural constraints and nonbasic

bounds, respectively. This functional dependency is derived using the

linear inequality constraints after they are transformed to equality

constraints using slack variables, permitting a gradient search to be

performed over the independent superbasic subspace.
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Figure 8. Partitioning of the Linear Constraint Matrix



CHAPTER 4

DEMONSTRATIVE GROUND WATER HYDRAULIC MANAGEMENT
MODEL FOR A HYPOTHETICAL AQUIFER

Generation of a Steady-State Hydraulic Head Distribution 

The problem of waste containment and recovery was addressed for

the hypothetical, unconfined aquifer shown in Figure 2. Horizontal,

steady-state flow in the nonhomogeneous, unconfined aquifer was

simulated using the ADI option of the U.S. Geological Survey two-

dimensional finite-difference ground water flow model (Trescott et al.,

1976). The flow domain was discretized using a 1/2-mile grid spacing.

Since a small hydraulic gradient was later imposed on the flow system,

it was anticipated that small discharges would be required at the

waste-recovery wells to reverse the direction of flow, and that steep

gradients would not be induced near recovery-well nodes at the optimum.

Furthermore, the demand for uncontaminated ground water at supply wells

was not expected to cause large local gradients in the supply well

fields. Thus, a finer grid near pumping well nodes was not considered

necessary for accurate simulation of drawdown induced by pumping. The

resulting finite-difference grid, which was comprised of 816 active

nodes, is shown in Figure 9.

A specific yield of zero was assigned to each node in order to

force instantaneous convergence to steady-state conditions in the

103
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Figure 9. Discretized Hypothetical Flow Domain
with Transmissivity Zones
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flow domain.	 Four transmissivity zones were superimposed on this

domain, as shown in Figure 9. Precipitation recharge, evapotran-

spiration, and leakage were assumed to be negligible relative to

boundary fluxes. A uniform bedrock elevation of 0.0 feet was assigned

to the hypothetical aquifer, and a land-surface elevation of 1010 feet

was chosen for each pumping-well node in the grid as a reference for

hydraulic lift calculations.

In an effort to test the ability of the optimization model to

contain localized wastes in the presence of adverse steady-state

hydraulic gradients, boundary conditions were chosen in such a way that

a slight regional head differential was imposed on the flow regime.

This involved assigning constant-head conditions of 1000 feet at all

nodes located along most of the northern boundary and along the entire

eastern boundary of the grid, and constant-head conditions of 975 feet

along part of the western boundary (see Figure 10). The use of large

hydraulic heads and correspondingly large saturated thickness values

made the assumption of linearity easily justifiable, even under assumed

conditions of unconfined flow. No-flow conditions were imposed at the

northwestern and southern boundaries.

Steady-state conditions were attained after two iterations

using an error closure of 0.01 feet. The contoured steady-state

piezometric head distribution and the associated initial, steady-state

velocity field prior to the application of remedial containment efforts

are shown in Figures 10 and 11. It is clear that the regional hydraulic

head differential imposed by the constant-head conditions caused ground
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water to flow from northeast to southwest and that, in the absence of

pumping downgradient of the waste-disposal area, contaminants would

eventually be advected into the vicinity of the fresh-water well fields.

The extremely slight regional hydraulic gradient imposed on the flow

system made it easier to maintain linearity of the flow system because

it was expected that plume containment under the influence of small

natural hydraulic gradients would require very little pumping from

recovery wells.

Well Locations 

The well network used to test the suitability of using the

formulated management model to define the optimal pumping strategy is

shown in Figure 10. Three supply-well fields were located in the

southwestern part of the grid. Well field 1 was comprised of two wells

situated in the 0.038 ft 2/sec transmissivity region, well field 2

contained four wells near the extreme northeastern boundary of the 0.077

ft 2/sec transmissivity region, and well field 3 was represented by two

wells in the central part of the 0.077 ft 2/sec transmissivity region.

Placement of the fresh-water supply wells in the areas of higher

transmissivity reflected a realistic management strategy, because long-

term development of ground water supplies is more easily sustainable in

portions of the aquifer characterized by large hydraulic conductivities.

In an effort to test the feasibility of locally reversing a

regional hydraulic gradient, a plume of contaminated ground water was

assumed to occur upgradient from the fresh-water supply fields. Eleven

waste-recovery wells were placed along the downgradient edge of the
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plume in order to intercept the greatest volume of contaminated ground

water. These 11 wells were required to neutralize or reverse regional

hydraulic gradients and local hydraulic gradients induced by

pumpage from the supply wells at all downgradient velocity-observation

wells, while simultaneously recovering pollutants from within the plume.

It was believed that the introduction of such a large number of recovery

wells would allow a certain degree of recovery-well site reconnaissance

to be performed by the optimization model, which would assign zero-

valued discharges to recovery-well sites not required to fulfill

velocity constraints at nearby observation wells. Alternatively, a

finite-difference equation could have been written for each node in the

grid and embedded in the constraint matrix such that the discharge

decision variables would be included for all potentially useful

recovery-well sites, as well as all potential supply-well sites, at

every node in the grid. However, this embedding approach would have

required an extremely large constraint matrix and excessive

computational effort. It was assumed that all recovery wells were

screened throughout the entire saturated thickness of the aquifer to

ensure recovery of pollutants in case the plume had migrated vertically

due to density variations. Although use of a two-dimensional model to

simulate horizontal flow required the assumption that all supply and

recovery wells fully penetrated the entire saturated thickness of the

aquifer, this assumption was considered acceptable for the hypothetical

flow system. In practice, complete penetration of the wells to depths

of up to 1,000 feet would be difficult to implement.
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Five velocity-observation wells at which velocity was to be

neutralized or reversed were situated along another arc to the southwest

of the recovery well network between the plume front and the

uncontaminated regions of the aquifer. From Figure 10, it can be seen

that the recovery wells were placed in such a way as to ensure adequate

control on the x- and y-velocity components at all velocity-observation

wells. Figure 10 illustrates that streamlines oriented perpendicular to

the steady-state equipotential lines which pass through the contaminated

portions of the aquifer must subsequently traverse the line of velocity-

observation wells in order to reach the supply wells. Thus, creation of

a local equipotential ridge along the observation-well arc would be

sufficient to protect the quality of existing fresh-water supplies.

It was assumed that the waste was conservative and not subject

to significant molecular diffusion in the aquifer. Chlorides from oil-

recovery brine would be representative of such a pollutant. Addi-

tionally, it was assumed that advective mechanisms of pollutant

transport dominated the flow system, and that dispersive processes were

relatively insignificant. This particular assumption made it possible

to equate fluid movement and movement of chloride in the aquifer. Flow

stagnation or reversal was therefore equivalent to plume containment in

the aquifer. Given the uncertainties associated with describing non-

advective solute-transport processes in the presence of a variable

velocity field, this assumption was considered to be warranted in that

it did not introduce greater accuracy during model operation than could

be justified.
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The small magnitude of the imposed steady-state gradient was

considered to be a desirable means of maintaining a dominant advective

contaminant transport mechanism, since it resulted in the requirement

of small recovery-well pumpages for gradient-reversal at the

observation wells and negligible mixing, or dispersive, effects. For

larger westward gradients and larger recovery-well pumpage rates, the

assumption of purely advective contaminant transport would be somewhat

more difficult to justify. Larger recovery rates would undoubtedly

cause greater dispersive tendencies and could even result in increased

westward movement of the contaminant due to hydrodynamic dispersive

'tailing' effects. It was considered beyond the scope of this

investigation to identify the limiting pumpage rates above which

dispersive contaminant transport tendencies would become significant.

For this particular study, the number of supply wells (M s ) was

equal to 8, the total number of pumping supply and recovery wells (M)

was equal to 19, the number of velocity-observation wells (M0 ) was 5,

and the number of 1-year pumping or management periods in the planning

horizon (N) was equal to 5. The well numbering system is shown in

Figure 12. The steady-state head distribution presented in Figure 10

was used to define quiescent conditions for the linearized aquifer

system upon which all effects of pumping were superimposed for 5

management periods.
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Unit Drawdown Response-Function Coefficients 

Generation of Drawdown Response-Function Coefficients

The drawdown response-function coefficients /3(k,j,i), as well

as the velocity response coefficients fivx(P,j,i) and hy (p,j,i), were

obtained for the 24-well network using a two-dimensional ADI finite-

difference unit-response flow model developed by Maddock (1974a).

Steady-state head levels generated by the U.S.G.S. model represented

initial flow conditions. The transmissivity distribution and boundary

conditions used to generate steady-state head values were maintained

throughout operation of the unit-response flow model. To account for

the transient effects induced by pumpage, a uniform specific yield of

0.10 was assigned to each active node in the finite-difference grid.

Effective porosity, which was required for purposes of defining seepage

velocity, was set equal to the specific yield to reflect unconfined

flow conditions for a freely-draining porous medium in which stored

water is released primarily through the mechanism of dewatering.

Closure for the iterative model was chosen to be 0.1 feet during

simulation.

As indicated by objective function [8] and drawdown constraint

inequalities [11], fl(k,j,i) coefficients at each of the 8 supply and 11

recovery wells were required for optimization. The coefficients were

obtained at these wells for each of five 1-year management periods.

These fl(k,j,i) response coefficients for each pumping well were

estimated by subjecting the well to 1 ft3/sec of discharge for a

duration of one year. This unit of discharge was a convenient reference
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for the discharge decision variables and was believed to be sufficiently

small to maintain system linearity in the unconfined aquifer.

Induced incremental drawdown resulting from each single pumping

pulse was recorded at the discharging supply or recovery well, as well

as at all other 18 pumping wells, for each of the 5 management periods

in the planning horizon. Head levels were subsequently reset to steady-

state levels, and the next pumping well was subjected to a one-year

pulse pumping of 1 ft 3/sec. This process continued until the residual

drawdown effects at all 19 pumping wells due to unit pumping at each of

the wells were recorded in the form of fl(k,j,i) coefficients for all 5

management periods, where j was the index of the pumping well undergoing

discharge, k was the pumping well at which the incremental drawdown was

recorded, and i represented the number of management periods after the

initial unit pulse of pumping was applied. In general, fl(k,j,i)

coefficients did not equal /3(j,k,i) coefficients due to the nonhomo-

geneity and finite boundaries of the hypothetical aquifer.

The significance of boundary contributions during unit pumping

at each supply well is shown in Table 2, which lists the percentage of

discharge obtained from boundary contributions due to a 1-cfs unit pulse

of pumping applied during the first management period. These per-

centages represent the fraction of unit pumpage gained from the

constant-head boundaries or lost from storage due to effects of the no-

flow boundaries to the north, northwest, and south (see Figure 10).

Fractions were obtained by multiplying average drawdown in each

finite-difference cell by the cell area and by the associated storage
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Table 2

Percentage of Unit Pulse Pumping at Supply Wells Obtained from
Boundaries

Supply Well
Index

Period
Index

% Boundary
Contributions

Supply Well
Index

Period	 % Boundary
Index	 Contributions

1 1 -0.8 5 1 15.0

1 2 -3.1 5 2 25.1

1 3 -4.5 5 3 34.7

1 4 -4.6 5 4 41.6

1 5 -3.6 5 5 46.6

2 1 -1.2 6 1 8.9

2 2 -3.9 6 2 17.6

2 3 -4.7 6 3 26.4

2 4 -3.6 6 4 33.4

2 5 -1.3 6 5 40.7

3 1 10.9 7 1 14.5

3 2 20.2 7 2 27.8

3 3 29.1 7 3 38.0

3 4 36.0 7 4 45.4

3 5 43.4 7 5 51.1

4 1 6.4 8 1 17.1

4 2 13.8 8 2 32.3

4 3 21.7 8 3 42.7

4 4 28.5 8 4 50.0

4 5 35.9 8 5 56.8
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coefficient, summing these ground water volumes over the entire flow

domain, dividing by the duration of the management period time step, and

comparing the effective rate of withdrawal to the induced rate of 1-cfs.

For supply wells situated in the vicinity of infinite-source,

constant-head boundaries, the fractions represent the proportion of

1-cfs discharge which can be directly attributed to movement of ground

water from the constant-head boundary to the well in excess of water

that would be transmitted in an infinite aquifer. At wells located near

no-flow boundaries, the fractions are negative, reflecting the loss of

ground water from the area near the well due to increasing drawdown at

the boundary and to movement of water towards the no-flow boundary. The

occurrence of nonzero percentages for all supply wells indicates that

significant capture does occur under conditions of 1-cfs pumping,

particularly at supply wells 3 through 8 where substantial positive

capture from constant-head boundaries is evident.

From Table 2, it is clear that unit pumping from supply wells 1

and 2 caused a loss of water from storage in excess of storage losses

associated with an infinite aquifer. This was attributed to the close

proximity of no-flow boundaries along the northwestern border of the

grid. These boundaries produced greater drawdown at grid nodes than

would normally occur in an aquifer of infinite extent, for which

boundary conditions do not influence hydraulic behavior. The largest

gains from the southwestern constant-head boundary occurred due to

pumpage at supply wells 7 and 8, which were closest to this boundary.

Boundary contributions tended to increase over time as the effects of
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the pulse pumping were propagated to the boundaries. Storage losses due

to no-flow boundaries appeared to peak during the third or fourth

management period, after which contributions from more distant constant-

head boundaries began to compensate for these losses.

Table 3 lists the percentages of 1-cfs pulse pumping obtained

from constant-head boundaries due to operation of each recovery well.

Significant capture of boundary water did appear to occur at recovery

wells as a result of 1-cfs pumpage. All percentages were positive due

to the absence of no-flow boundaries in the region of recovery-well

influence. The percentages due to pumping at recovery well 10 were

consistently larger than percentage gains attributed to discharge at

other operating recovery wells because well 10 was nearest to the

constant-head boundary (see Figure 12).

Examination of Tables 2 and 3 clearly indicates that pulse

discharge of 1-cfs at each supply and recovery well results in

significant boundary contributions or losses due to flow perturbation at

the constant-head and no-flow boundaries. Perturbation of flow along

constant-head boundaries occurs as a result of pumpage-induced drawdown

in areas adjacent to the boundaries, steepened hydraulic gradients

toward the interior of the flow domain, and increased ground water

influx through the boundaries, with the rate of influx being a nonlinear

function of the well discharge rate. For the case of no-flow

boundaries, flow perturbation occurs as a result of the loss of

replenishing influx that would normally occur in an infinite aquifer in

response to pumpage. Like the rate of influx induced by pumping near a
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Table 3

Percentage of Unit Pulse Pumping at Recovery Wells Obtained from
Boundaries

Recovery
Well	 Index

Period
Index

% Boundary
Contributions

Recovery
Well	 Index

Period
Index

% Boundary
Contributions

9 1 3.3 14 4 10.3

9 2 6.5 14 5 14.2

9 3 10.0 15 1 0.6

9 4 13.5 15 2 2.1

9 5 16.9 15 3 4.3

10 1 4.4 15 4 7.2

10 2 9.6 15 5 10.4

10 3 14.5 16 1 0.8

10 4 19.0 16 2 2.9

10 5 23.0 16 3 6.1

11 1 1.8 16 4 9.8

11 2 4.7 16 5 13.8

11 3 7.7 17 1 0.7

11 4 10.8 17 2 2.5

11 5 14.0 17 3 5.1

12 1 2.0 17 4 8.3

12 2 5.5 17 5 11.8

12 3 9.5 18 1 1.4

12 4 13.7 18 2 4.3

12 5 17.6 18 3 8.2

13 1 0.9 18 4 12.4

13 2 2.8 18 5 16.8

13 3 5.2 19 1 1.2

13 4 8.1 19 2 3.6

13 5 12.3 19 3 7.0

14 1 1.0 19 4 10.0

14 2 3.6 19 5 14.9

14 3 6.6
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constant-head boundary, this loss would be a nonlinear function of

pumping. In either case, these nonlinearities can not be explicitly

considered without recourse to 'capture' terms.

To avoid incorporating a 'capture' term in each algebraic

technological function as a means of considering boundary fluxes, it was

assumed that feasible discharge decision variables were of the same

order as the 1-cfs unit of discharge. Thus, approximate boundary fluxes

corresponding to optimum discharges were implicitly accounted for in the

response functions without recourse of a 'capture' term. Any deviations

from linear behavior due to unaccounted boundary fluxes were determined

during the validation stage of the optimization.

It should be noted that incorporation of artificial boundaries

to the model formulation would have required that the unit discharge

rate be sufficiently small to avoid propogation of stresses to these

boundaries. For example, if the constant-head boundaries did not

actually represent perennial streams but, rather, artificial boundaries

through which lateral ground water flow was occurring from or to areas

outside of the flow domain, capture of water from the boundary would

actually alter the boundary head. Under these conditions, large unit or

feasible discharge rates would cause artificial replenishment of the

aquifer and would greatly distort the optimization. To avoid this

problem, propogation of pumping stresses to artificial boundaries can

not be permitted to occur during any stages of optimization.

It was assumed that hydraulic gradients induced by pumping, both

at a rate of 1-cfs and at rates within the feasible decision variable

subspace, were sufficiently small to permit use of average drawdowns
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simulated over the 0.25 square-mile finite-difference cells. That is,

average drawdown associated with any nodal element undergoing pumping

was assumed to approach drawdown expected at the point sink. No

corrections for radial flow were therefore believed to be required.

Formulation of the Drawdown-Constraint Matrix

Using the lagged coefficients, constraint inequalities [11] were

expressed in matrix form as:

B
1,1

B
1,2

[I
1,3 • •

8
1,19

Q(1,1)
Q(1,1) 6(1)

8
2,1

B
2,2

8
2,3 • • • B2,19 Q(1'3)Q(1,4)

6(2)
.

• • Q(1,5) .
• • • Q(2,1)
• • • Q(2,2) ' 7 .

• •

• •

• Q(19,4)

B 19,1 B 19,2 8 19,3 B19,19 Q(19,5) 6 (1 9)

[16]

where:

#(1,1,1)	 0	 0	 0	 0
8 (1,1,2) #(1,1,1)	 0	 0	 0

El. 	 #(1 1 3) #(1,1,2) #(1,1,1)	 01,1	 "	 0
#(1,1,4) #(1,1,3) #(1,1,2) #(1,1,1) 	 0
#(1,1,5)	 #(1,1,4) #(1,1,3) 0(1,1,2) 	8 (1,1,1)

#(1,2,1)	 0	 0	 0	 0
fl(1,2,2) #(1,2,1)	 0	 0	 0

B1 2	 ". #(1 2 3) #(1,2,2) #(1,2,1)	 0	 0, #(1,2,4) #(1,2,3) #(1,2,2) 0(1,2,1) 	 0
#(1,2,5) #(1,2,4) #(1,2,3) #(1,2,2) #(1,2,1)
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and where analogous forms apply to the remaining submatrices in

the drawdown-constraint coefficient matrix.	 The subvectors 6(1)

through 6(19) were of the form:

b(2)
b(2)

6(2) = b(2)
b(2)
b(2)

The remaining subvectors 6(3) through b(19) of the drawdown constraint

equations were similarly defined. b(k) represented the initial

saturated thickness at pumping well k, and remained constant throughout

all 5 management periods. Table 4 lists the values of b(k) for all 19

supply and recovery wells. A r value of 0.10 was arbitrarily chosen as

a purely-subjective measure of safe yield in the unconfined aquifer,

representing the maximum permissible fraction of dewatered initial

saturated thickness. This value of r was considered to be sufficiently

small to maintain linearity in the unconfined aquifer by limiting head

variation at each discharging well, and thus over the entire flow

domain. It was assumed that no institutional changes in the perceived

level of safe yield occurred during the planning period.
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Table 4

Initial Saturated Thickness at Pumping Wells (ft)

Pumping Well	 Index (k) b(k)

1 982.40

2 981.09

3 979.14

4 979.99

5 978.62

6 979.49

7 978.77

8 978.40

9 993.56

10 994.49

11 993.16

12 994.07

13 992.89

14 993.77

15 992.81

16 993.72

17 993.00

18 993.96

19 993.36
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Unit Velocity Response-Function Coefficients

Generation of Velocity Response-Function Coefficients

In addition to the fl(k,j,i) coefficients, fivx(P,j,i) and

/3,,y (p,j,i) velocity response-function coefficients were required for

each velocity-observation well and for each management period in order

to include velocity constraint inequalities [12] and [13]. Using the

same unit-response flow model as was used to generate drawdown response-

function coefficients, induced incremental x- and y-component velocities

for each management period were recorded at each of the 5 velocity-

observation wells shown in Figure 10 after successively subjecting each

of the 19 supply and recovery wells to a discharge of 1 ft3/sec for a

1-year duration, resetting head levels to steady-state head prior to the

application of each unit pulse of pumping at each well. fivx(P,j,i) and

hy (p,j,i) coefficients were generally not equivalent to flvx (j,p,i) and

flvy(j,p,i) coefficients because of the nonhomogeneity and finite

boundaries of the hypothetical aquifer.	 Corrections for radial flow

were not performed.

Formulation of the Velocity-Constraint Submatrix

The matrix forms of constraint inequalities [12] and [13] were

given by:
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and where analogous forms were applicable to other submatrices in the

velocity-constraint coefficient matrix. The subvectors on the right-

hand sides of constraint inequalities [17] and [18] represented the

negative values of steady-state x- and y-velocity components at the 5

velocity-observation wells, and were analogous in form to the 6(k) vec-

tors of equation [16].

Given that the minimum values of fi vx (p,j,i) and pvy (p,j,i) were

on the order of 10 -11 ft -2 , while values of fi(k,j,i) were as low as 10-6

sec/ft 2 , it was considered likely that the constraint matrix could

become ill-conditioned during optimization. To avoid the problem of a

nearly-singular constraint matrix, all velocity response coefficients

and steady-state velocities were multiplied by a factor of 10 6 . This

procedure served to better condition the constraint matrix and to ensure

stability during LU decomposition of the basis matrix.

Ill-conditioning of the constraint matrix was, in fact, observed

when the velocity response coefficients were not scaled by a factor of

106. When left unscaled, the values of fivx (p,j,i) and fivy (p,j,i) were

effectively equal to zero compared to the fi(k,j,i) coefficients and the

coefficients of unity used to define the demand constraints. Thus,

during manipulation of the contraint matrix, the velocity constraints

became essentially nonexistent and none of the recovery wells were

required to pump water. The 50 rows of the constraint matrix cor-

responding to velocity constraints approximated 50 rows of zeros,

causing the basis to become nearly-singular and the solution to be

degenerate. The problem of a degenerate solution was overcome by
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upward scaling of both the right- and left-hand sides of each velocity

constraint to maintain equality of the constraint equations.

For the particular well configuration shown in Figure 12, the

steady-state velocity vectors at all five observation wells were

oriented towards the southwest. Thus, the initial x-components at each

observation well were negative, and the initial y-components were

positive. If containment was to be successful, pumpage-induced velocity

had to be equal to or larger than the positive values of -vox at each

velocity-observation well. The direction of the inequality sign in

inequalities [17] reflected this condition. In addition, induced

velocity at the velocity-observation wells was required to be equal to

or less than the negative values of -voy. Thus, the inequality was of a

'less than' nature in inequalities [18]. Values of -vox and -voy for

each velocity-observation well are listed in Table 5. These steady-

state velocities represented the velocity components that were required

to be reversed in order to permit development of an equipotential ridge

between fresh and contaminated ground water supplies. For the case of

prior development, initial ground water velocity would be defined as

equal to steady-state velocity plus velocity induced by the prior

development.
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Table 5

Negative Steady-State Velocity Components at Observation Wells (ft/sec)

Observation Well
Index (p) -vox(P) -voy(p)

1 9.090 x 10 -8 -1.379 x 10 -7

2 9.322 x 10 -8 -1.205 x 10 -7

3 1.175 x 10 -7 -1.089 x 10 -7

4 1.276 x 10 -7 -1.030 x 10 -7

5 1.435 x 10 -7 -9.576 x 10 -8

Formulation of the Demand Constraint Submatrix 

Matrix inequalities [16], [17], and [18] constituted the

hydraulic constraints on the operating-cost objective function.	 The

institutionally-established	 minimum	 projected	 fresh-water	 demand

constraints were likewise expressed in matrix form as:

(1 2 3

qqqqqqqq

4

111111111

5 6 7 8 9 	

0 	

19)

6

Ci
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,assuming that the discharges at the 8 supply wells over a 5-year period

were indexed such that they were represented by the first 40 entries in

the decision-variable vector. Each EI vector was simply defined as a

1-by-5 row vector of l's as follows:

Ei =	 [1	 1	 1	 1	 1]

while each 1 matrix was specified to be an identity matrix of order 5:

	

1	 o	 o	 o	 o

	

o	 1	 o	 o	 o

I	 =	 o	 o	 1	 o	 o

	

o	 o	 o	 1	 o

	

o	 o	 o	 o	 1

The b vectors and matrices in matrix equation [19] were comprised

of zero-valued elements. Values of D TOTAL and D(1) through D(5) used

for demonstrative model are given in Table 6. Uniform yearly demands of

2.76-cfs indicated a constant projected minimum demand throughout the

5-year planning horizon.

Formulation of Appropriation and Nonnegativitv Constraint Bounds 

The constraints given by inequalities [14] and [15] were also

written in matrix form. However, the upper and lower bounds given by

the appropriation and nonnegativity constraints were treated quite

differently than the structural drawdown, velocity, and demand con-

straints during operation of the optimization algorithm. Rather

than being used to describe a functional dependency between superbasic
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Table 6

Minimum Yearly and Total Fresh-Water Demand Rates (ft3/sec)

Management Period
Index (n) D(n)

1 2.76

2 2.76

3 2.76

4 2.76

5 2.76

DTOTAL 13.8

and basic variables, the appropriation and nonnegativity bounds were

employed to fix nonbasic variables while the curve-fitting and

linesearch procedures were applied to the objective function over the

superbasic subspace. The particular bound at which a nonbasic variable

was fixed was determined during each iteration according to the sign of

the reduced cost for that variable. This procedure resulted in a

solution that was equivalent to the solution which would have been

generated if the bounds had been included in the linear constraint

matrix, but was much more efficient from a computational standpoint than

if the bounds had been included as sparse constraints The maximum rate

of appropriation at supply wells QmAx(k,n) was chosen to be equal to

0.5 cfs for all supply wells during all management periods.
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By introducing slack and surplus variables, structural con-

straint matrix inequalities [16] through [19] were combined into one set

of equalities to form a single matrix equation which was solved by the

optimization algorithm to find the feasible region over the decision-

variable subspace. Minimization of objective function [8] was performed

within the feasible region defined by simultaneous solution of the total

set of 151 structural constraints and 135 decision-variable bounds.

The number of structural variables was 95 and the number of slack and

surplus variables was equal to 151, resulting in a total of 246

variables. Since the total number of variables was not significantly

higher than the number of structural constraints, the quadratic-

programming problem was solved in its primal form, rather than its dual

form, to avoid time-consuming reformulation of the model.

Unit Pumpage Cost and Interest Rate 

Cost indices C(k,n) were assigned a value of $10 -6/ft4 at all

pumping wells for all management periods, and an interest rate of 7% was

used to discount costs to their present values. It was assumed that the

cost indices and the interest rate remained constant throughout the

5-year planning horizon. For constant values of C(k,n) at all pumping

wells and over all management periods, total pumping cost Z was linear

with respect to unit costs indices C(k,n). Thus, the minimum cost

associated with any adjusted C(k,n) value, C'(k,n), could be determined

after optimization by simply multiplying the optimal value of Z by

C'(k,n)/C(k,n). The gradient search algorithm was unaffected by uniform
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changes in C(k,n) because all gradient relationships were preserved

over the decision variable space when C(k,n) was scaled up or down.

The fact that the optimum policy was insensitive to changes in

unit cost for uniform values of C(k,n) was indispensible to the

successful operation of the optimization algorithm. When a cost index

of $10 -6/ft 4 was defined for all k and n, gradient-related variables

were extremely small and subject to significant round-off error. The

large amount of inaccuracy that entered into evaluations of extremely

small reduced gradients and costs, shadow prices, and simplex

multipliers tended to distort the gradient search procedure. In

addition, conditioning of the constraint and basis coefficient matrices

may have also been adversely affected by the extremely small cost

coefficients. This was principally the result of incorporating the cost

coefficients into a row with a free slack variable in the constraint

matrix to represent the linear part of objective function [8]. Use of

cost coefficients equal to $10 -6/ft4 apparently caused LU decomposition

of the basis matrix to become unstable due to extremely small values of

C(k,n) entries compared to other entries. Moreover, the poor

conditioning of the constraint matrix caused by small cost coefficients

was propagated into the gradient search algorithm when the Hessian was

reduced to the superbasic subspace using the constraints. Thus, the

gradient search algorithm was adversely affected in two distinct ways by

small values of C(k,n).

When the cost coefficients were scaled upward to $0.23/ft 4 ,

however, conditioning of the constraint and basis matrices also seemed

to be poor. This was made evident through the fact that a linear
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velocity slack variable was contained in the set of superbasic variables

at the optimum. The superbasis normally includes only those variables

exhibiting pronounced nonlinearities at the optimum. Use of the larger

cost coefficient apparently caused the reduced gradients to be very

large and subject to inaccurate finite-difference approximation during

the gradient search.

When costs of 0.07 to 0.1 $/ft 4 were used to perform the

optimization, the optimum discharges were exactly the same as those

obtained for C(k,n) values of $0.23/ft 4 but were quite different from

the optimum discharges obtained when cost indices of $10 -5/ft 4 were

used. This indicated that the problem of round-off error due to small

search gradients was by far a more serious problem than truncation

errors associated with estimating reduced gradients from finite-

difference approximations.

A cost of $0.1/ft 4 was finally chosen to produce gradients that

were large enough to be unaffected by round-off error but sufficiently

small to be accurately approximated by finite-differences when gradient-

search directions were calculated. This unit cost was believed to

produce eigenvalues for the approximated Hessian, which was initiated

with an identity matrix of order 95, of close to unity in every

dimension. Maintenance of roughly the same eigenvalues in every

dimension served to make the reduced objective function more concentric

and better-conditioned the gradient search. The optimal value of Z was

accordingly scaled down by a factor of 10 -5 in order to obtain the true

minimum cost for an actual cost coefficient of $10-5/ft4.



CHAPTER 5

EVALUATION OF THE GROUND WATER HYDRAULIC
MANAGEMENT MODEL RESULTS

The MINOS quadratic-programming algorithm was used to identify

the optimal combination of supply- and recovery-well discharges that

yielded the minimum cost of pumping fresh-water supplies while protect-

ing these supplies from upgradient contamination. The MINOS algorithm

utilized a reduced-gradient, quasi-Newton method in which basic

variables were made functionally dependent on superbasic variables.

Thus, search over the superbasic subspace was equivalent to search along

the active constraint surface during any given iteration. This

procedure reduced the constrained problem in 246 dimensions to an

unconstrained problem in 95 dimensions. During any given iteration, 95

variables were assigned as either superbasic or nonbasic variables.

While the nonbasic variables remained fixed at their bounds, a quasi-

Newton descent method was used to perform a search over the superbasic

subspace.

A minimum cost of 0.0005 present dollars per second was obtained

after 118 iterations of the MINOS reduced-gradient algorithm. This was

equivalent to an operating cost of $15,770 over the entire 5-year

planning horizon. The optimization required 4183 seconds of CPU time on

a Data General MV-8000 minicomputer.
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At the optimal solution, 34 of the structural variables were

contained in the superbasic set. This amounted to 36% of the total of

95 structural discharge variables, indicating that a significant, but

not dominant, degree of nonlinearity was evident in the objective

function near the solution. It should be noted that nonlinearities in

Z are not of the same type as nonlinearities in the ground-water flow

component of the management model, although they are both caused by

dewatering of the unconfined hypothetical aquifer. One hundred fifty-

one variables were basic at the optimum, in accordance with the

requirement that only 151 variables could be contained in 151 constraint

equations if singularity of the basis was to be maintained. The

remaining 95 variables were superbasic or nonbasic at the optimum.

Figures 13 and 14 show the optimal discharges at supply and

recovery wells that succeeded in satisfying minimum fresh-water demands,

maximum appropriations, maximum permissible drawdown, and complete

pollutant containment at minimum operating cost. Wells 10, 12, 14, 16,

and 18, located along the easternmost part of the recovery-well arc,

were not required to operate in order to neutralize or reverse the

slight southwestward gradients induced by the imposed boundary condi-

tions or by operation of the eight distant supply wells. Discharge at

wells 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, and 19 was sufficient to contain the wastes

because greater impacts on velocity were realized at the velocity-

observation wells when recovery wells closest to the observation wells

were operated.
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In order to determine the validity of assumptions used to

formulate the model, the optimal discharge schedules for all supply and

operative recovery wells were input back into the numerical unit-

response flow model. The resulting head distribution anticipated after

5 years of recovery at the optimal discharge rates is shown in Figure

15. This distribution was obtained by inputting optimum discharges

identified by the ground water hydraulic management model into the flow

component of the model. Steady-state conditions were obtained at most

pumping wells after the third or fourth management period. Attainment

of steady-state conditions within 4 years is indicated by the drawdown

plots accompanying discharge schedules presented in Figures 13 and 14.

The equipotential surface shown in Figure 15 illustrates that a

clearly-defined area of flow stagnation developed in the vicinity of the

velocity-observation wells at the end of the 5-year planning horizon.

Drawdown and velocity variables generated by the ground water flow

algorithm for each of the five years closely matched the activities of

the drawdown and velocity constraints recorded by the optimization

model, indicating that the assumption of linearity was valid for this

particular study. Close agreement between drawdown and velocity

activities predicted by the optimization model and simulated drawdown

and velocity variables also suggested that capture of water from

constant-head boundaries or to no-flow boundaries under the optimal

discharge schedules did not differ significantly from capture caused by

unit pumping. It appears that, for this particular study, the inclusion
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Figure 15. Hydraulic Head Distribution After Five Years of Recovery
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of capture terms in the algebraic technological functions was not

necessary to account for nonlinear boundary effects.

Velocity Fields 

Velocity fields obtained during each of the five management

periods are shown in Figures 16 through 20. On the scale of the

velocity field plots, it is evident that southwestward movement of

ground water and dissolved contaminants near the velocity-observation

wells was locally neutralized immediately after the first management

period and that the ridge of flow stagnation along the observation-well

arc was maintained during the remaining management periods. This abrupt

fulfillment of velocity constraints was the result of having imposed the

containment requirement during the first management period. For

practical applications of the model, the containment constraint should

be gradually imposed throughout the planning horizon. Approximate

maintenance of the initial steady-state velocity vectors between the

supply fields and the waste-disposal area throughout much of the

planning horizon implied that pumping from the supply and recovery wells

did not significantly alter the regional characteristics of the flow

regime, presumably because of the moderately-high transmissivity of

the aquifer.

Optimal Supply-Well Discharges 

The optimal supply-well discharge schedules were a reflection of

changing hydraulic and economic conditions which occurred throughout

the planning horizon. These changes could generally be related to the
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Figure 16. Velocity Field One Year After Recovery
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Figure 17. Velocity Field After Two Years of Recovery
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Figure 20. Velocity Field After Five Years of Recovery
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effects of boundary conditions, variations of total hydraulic lift, and

changes in the present worth of operating dollars with respect to time.

The supply-well schedules and associated hydraulic lift variations shown

in Figure 13 indicate that optimal discharges at the supply wells were

approximately constant throughout the planning horizon, and that

drawdown at each supply well reflected approximate steady-state

conditions in the hypothetical aquifer at the end of five years.

From Figure 13, it can be see that the largest supply well

discharges occurred at supply wells 1, 7, and 8. The large values of

Q(j,i) at supply wells 7 and 8 were attributed to their close proximity

to the southwestern constant head boundary and to the fact that they

were located farther from the lower-transmissivity area than other

supply wells, factors which resulted in significant influx of lift-

reducing water to these wells. These boundary contributions effectively

dampened the increase in pumpage-induced hydraulic lift at supply wells

7 and 8, permitting these wells to be pumped intensively with little

increase in cost throughout the 5-year planning horizon. The small

increases in pumpage-induced drawdown appeared to more than compensate

for the initially high lifts at these supply wells, as shown in Figures

13(g) and 13(h), resulting in more intensive pumping than at wells

associated with smaller initial hydraulic lifts. Progressively larger

drawdown and discharge rates were favored over time because smaller

costs were assigned to later units of discharge as a result of cost-

discounting effects. Pumpage at well 7 was somewhat larger than pumpage
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at well 8 because total lift at well 7 was slightly smaller throughout

the duration of the planning horizon.

Large discharges at supply well 1 were primarily attributed to

the initially small lift of 27.6 feet at the well. Despite the

influence of the northwestern no-flow boundary, total hydraulic lift at

supply well 1 was consistently smaller than lifts at all other supply

wells throughout the planning horizon. The cost discounting influence

appears to have become a factor at this well during the final management

period, when the supply rate increased slightly.

Although supply well 2 was closer to the replenishing southeast-

ern constant-head boundary than well 1, optimal supply rates were

smaller than those identified at well 1. The large initial lift of 28.9

feet at well 2 was considered to be the principal reason for the smaller

discharges at this well, since it resulted in larger total hydraulic

lift at well 2 than at well 1 throughout the entire planning horizon.

Discharge at well 2 increased slightly during the last management

period, presumably due to the cost-discounting effect.

Despite the fact that initial lifts at supply wells 3 through 6

were generally smaller than initial lifts at supply wells 7 and 8,

discharges were consistently smaller at wells 3 through 6. Table 2

indicates that supply wells 7 and 8 gained a significantly large

fraction of a unit discharge from the constant-head boundary than wells

3 to 6. Thus, pumpage-induced lift at wells 3 to 6 tended to increase

more drastically in response to pumpage, resulting in smaller optimal

pumpages than at wells 7 and 8. In effect, the larger volumes of
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boundary-contributed water at wells 7 and 8 inhibited lift increases and

made ground water at these wells less expensive by reducing lift costs.

The discounting effect was considered to be the primary reason for the

slight increases in discharge at wells 3, 4, and 6 with respect to time.

Optimal Recovery-Well Discharges 

Only 6 of the 11 potential recovery wells, corresponding to

wells closest to the velocity-observation wells, were operative at the

optimum. This was an indication of the ease with which containment was

implemented for the situation involving small regional ground water

velocities and of the minimal adverse effects of pumpage from distant

supply wells.

In general, optimal pumpages at the recovery wells were smaller

than optimal supply-well discharges (see Figure 14). During the first

management period, recovery-well discharges were as large as some

supply-well discharges because the velocity constraints at the adjacent

observation wells had to be abruptly satisfied. This was especially

evident for recovery well 9, which introduced the only control on the

large -v0y (1) velocity constraint of -1.4 x 10 -7 ft/sec at velocity-

observation well 1. Thereafter, the residual effects of intensive

first-period pumping at the recovery wells were sufficiently large to

require less intensive pumping during subsequent periods.

Large ground water contributions associated with the eastern

constant-head boundary, coupled with the small initial lift at well 9,

resulted in a total hydraulic lift at this well which was comparable to

total lifts at other recovery wells despite the more intense discharge
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rates at recovery well 9. Pumping at recovery well 19 also resulted in

large gains of ground water from the eastern boundary. This well, which

was the only control on the large -v0x(5) velocity constraint of

+1.4 x 10 -7 ft/sec at velocity-observation well 5, was not required to

pump as much as recovery well 9 despite the same magnitude of velocity-

constraint vectors because slight adverse velocity influences induced by

supply-well operations were more dominant at recovery well 9 and because

the larger rate of incoming boundary water due to pumping at well 9

tended to make it more difficult for well 9 discharge to sustain the-

yoy (1) velocity constraint. Discharge at recovery well 19 remained

roughly constant due to negligible transient effects induced by distant

supply-well operations and because of continual replenishment from the

eastern constant-head boundary.

Minimum Pumping Cost 

The minimum cost associated with operating the supply and

recovery wells according to the indicated discharge schedules over a

5-year period was equal to $0.0005/sec for uniform cost indices

of $10 -6/ft 4 . This is roughly equivalent to $15,770 over the entire

planning horizon, expressed in current dollars.

The contribution of the linear term in objective function [8]

at the optimal solution was $0.0004/sec, indicating that nonlinear,

dynamic influences of increasing drawdown during pumping were small

compared to the linear, static influence of the initial lifts at each

pumping well. It should be emphasized that nonlinearities in objective

function Z are related to the occurrence of discharge in the quadratric
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term of the function, whereas nonlinearities in the ground-water flow

component of the management model are attributed to nonlinearities in

the response of the unconfined flow system to discharge stresses.

Nonlinear contributions to the minimum cost accounted for only about 20%

of the total minimum cost. Thus, more costs were incurred when

overcoming the initial lift throughout the planning horizon than were

incurred while overcoming the additional drawdowns caused by supply and

recovery operations. This situation was attributed to the small

pumpages required to fulfill minimum fresh-water target demands and

neutralize or reverse slight regional and induced hydraulic gradients.

As illustrated by Figures 13 and 14, pumpage-induced drawdown at supply

and recovery wells was clearly dominated by initial hydraulic lift. The

dominance of static, linear influences was substantiated by the moderate

number of superbasic variables at the optimum.

It should be noted that objective function [8] is strictly

convex and that the structural linear constraints given by equations [9]

to [13] are, by definition, both concave and convex. The convexity of

objective function [8] is demonstrated in Appendix B. Moreover, the

intersection of convex constraints produced a convex feasible region.

Thus, since the Kuhn-Tucker conditions were satisfied during the

operation of the optimization algorithm, the necessary and sufficient

conditions for a global optimum, at least in the limit, were ensured

(Luenberger, 1973). The local minimum cost of $0.0005/sec was therefore

a global minimum over the entire feasible region of the decision

variable space.
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Shadow Prices and Reduced Costs 

The shadow prices of the slack variables, which corresponded to

active demand and velocity constraints at the minimum cost, are listed

in Table 7. These shadow prices are also referred to as dual activ-

ities. Drawdown constraints remained inactive throughout the planning

horizon due to the small pumpage rates required to fulfill minimum

supply demands and velocity constraints and because of large drawdown

limits Tb(k) at the pumping wells (see Table 4). Thus, minimum

cost was insenstive to small changes in the drawdown constraints; the

shadow prices of the drawdown constraints, which reflect the changes in

minimum cost per unit increase in maximum permissible drawdown, were

equal to zero. Drawdown shadow prices were therefore not included in

Table 7. The shadow prices associated with a number of inactive

velocity constraints were also equal to zero and are not listed in Table

7.

The occurrence of non-zero shadow prices implies that the

minimum cost was not attained in the interior of the feasible region,

and that the steepest-descent search procedure was terminated prior to

reaching the unconstrained minimum of the convex objective function by

one or more active constraints. At the constrained optimum, the change

in optimal cost per unit change in constraint was equivalent to the

change in cost per unit change in constraint. The shadow prices listed

in Table 7, therefore, represent the marginal worth of ground water,

either forfeited or pumped, when the constraint corresponding to the

associated demand or velocity was increased or decreased by an
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Table 7

Shadow Prices of Slack Variables Corresponding to Active Constraints

(a)

Demand Constraint 4(10-5$/ft3)

DTOTAL 2.8

D(1) 3.6

D(2) 3.5

D(3) 3.2

D(4) 3.0

D(5) 2.8

(b)

Velocity	 Management
Constraint	 Period 4, (10 -5$/ft)

Velocity	 Management
Constraint	 Period 1(10 -5$/ft)

-v0y (1) 1 -5.0 -vox(3) 4 1.1

-v0y (1) 2 -4.2 -v0y(3) 4 -6.5

-v0y (1) 3 -4.1 -vox(3) 5 0.9

-v0y (1) 4 -3.9 -v0y(3) 5 -8.7

-v0y (1) 5 -6.6 -vox(4) 1 2.2

-v0y (2) 1 -0.7 -v0y(4) 1 -5.8

-voy (2) 2 -0.4 -vox(4) 2 3.0

-v0y (2) 3 -0.4 -vox(4) 3 2.9

-v0y (2) 4 -0.5 -vox(4) 4 2.7

-voy (2) 5 -0.6 -vox(4) 5 2.8

-voy (3) 1 -6.1 -vox(5) 1 2.4

-vox(3) 2 1.3 -vox(5) 2 1.8

-voy (3) 2 -7.6 -vox(5) 3 1.7

-vox(3) 3 1.2 -vox(5) 4 1.6

-v0y (3) 3 -7.1 -vox(5) 5 1.9
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infinitesimal amount. These shadow prices are a direct indication of

the sensitivity of minimum cost to changes in the feasible region, and

are invaluable aids for identifying the marginal costs associated with

pumping ground water in order to satisfy a particular constraint. They

reflect the change in the optimum cost when only the associated

constraint, and no other constraints, are relaxed or tightened by a

small amount. This relaxation or tightening of a constraint is

essentially equivalent to an expansion or contraction of the feasible

region over the decision-variable space.

Since the demand and velocity constraint functions were linear

combinations of the discharge decision variables and slack or surplus

variables, any change in the right-hand side of active constraint

inequalities [9], [10], [12] or [13] produced either a change in the

slack or surplus variable or changes in the decision variables and

minimum cost. For inactive constraints, the optimum is insensitive to

the constraints and infinitesimal changes in the right-hand side of the

constraint inequality result in changes in the slack or surplus variable

only, with no change in the minimum cost or the optimal pumpage rates.

However, if the constraints are active and are thus exactly satisfied at

the optimum, a change in the right-hand side of a constraint generally

results in a new set of optimal discharge variables and thus a new

minimum of the convex cost objective function, with slack or surplus

variables remaining equal to zero. The shadow prices can therefore be

viewed as the added costs or savings of implementing the new discharge

schedules which define the new optimum over the expanded or contracted
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feasible region. A large absolute value of f in Table 7 indicates that

large additional expenditures have been incurred in order to fulfill the

corresponding constraint, or that large savings could have been accrued

if the constraint was relaxed, suggesting that an alternative means of

satisfying the constraint may be more economically expedient.

Another quantitative measure of the sensitivity of the cost to

changes in the structural and slack variables is the reduced cost.

Whereas the shadow price corresponds to the net marginal cost induced by

infinitesimal changes in a constraint, the reduced cost is equivalent to

the net marginal cost of moving an infinitesimal distance away from a

nonbasic decision variable bound. The reduced cost of a pumping

decision variable is therefore the marginal cost of a unit of pumpage

from the associated well. The concepts of shadow price and reduced cost

are analogous. The shadow price refers to cost sensitivity with

respect to a slack or surplus variable and the reduced cost refers to

sensitivity relative to a decision-variable bound.

In both the case of shadow prices and reduced costs, these

marginal costs correspond to the gradient of the objective function

with respect to the nonbasic slack or decision variable after the

changes in the gradient with respect to the basic and superbasic

variables are removed. Such changes in the gradient with respect to

the basic and superbasic variables occur when a changing nonbasic

variable produces a corresponding change in one or more basic variables

as optimality of the new solution is maintained. In physical terms,

positive shadow prices and reduced costs imply that the actual cost of a
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resource exceeds the cost of synthesizing it directly from other

resources associated with a constraint or bound.

Demand-Constraint Slack Variables

From Table 7, it can be seen that the marginal worth of an

infinitesimal unit of ground water used to satisfy the total 5-year

minimum fresh-water demand D TOTAL was equal to the marginal worth of a

unit of ground water used to fulfill yearly fresh-water demand during

the final management period, D(5). The dual variable for the D TOTAL

constraint, which was not explicitly included in the final management

model due to degeneracy considerations, was determined by means of a

separate execution of the optimization model. The D TOTAL constraint

was of the form:

M N
E	 2	 Q(k,n) _ n-TOTAL =	 D(n) = 13.8 cfs

	

k=1 n=1	 n=1

Clearly, the fact that the D TOTAL constraint was a linear combination of

the seasonal demand constraints produced a degeneracy in the solution.

Degeneracy of the solution, which was exhibited by the occurrence of a

zero-valued basic slack variable associated with exactly satisfying

total minimum demand, was avoided during separate execution of the

optimization model by eliminating the D(5) constraint from

consideration.

Equality of the dual variables for the total demand constraint

DTOTAL and for the fifth yearly demand constraint D(5) suggested that,
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if additional total fresh ground water supplies were needed at minimum

cost, the water should be pumped during the final management period when

the present value of money is at its lowest. The cost-discounting

effect, which produced smaller marginal costs of water during later

periods, was clearly responsible for the fact that the dual variables of

the DTOTAL and D(5) demand constraints were equal. The decrease in dual

variables with respect to successive yearly minimum demand constraints

was also attributed to discounting effects, a situation which resulted

in smaller present values of later pumping costs and smaller marginal

costs associated with fulfilling later ground water needs.

Velocity-Constraint Slack Variables

Shadow prices for the velocity constraints were used to judge

the marginal costs of satisfying the velocity constraints at each

observation well through the recovery-well strategy. The shadow prices

for the -vox constraints were equal to zero at the first and second

velocity-observation wells during all management periods because these

constraints were more than fulfilled by pumpages at recovery wells 11

and 13, which were required to pump intensively in order to satisfy the

-voy constraints at observation wells 2 and 3. In other words, the -vox

constraints at observation wells 1 and 2 were inactive at the minimum

cost. -voy constraints at these observation wells, however, were active

at the minimum cost. The shadow prices corresponding to all -voy

constraints were negative, indicating that savings would be accrued if

the required negative -voy vectors were increased by an infinitesimal

amount and made less negative, and thus less restrictive. The -voy(1)
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constraint at observation well 1 was much more expensive to fulfill than

the - voy (2) constraint at observation well 2, as indicated by the larger

magnitudes of the corresponding shadow prices. Clearly, this could be

attributed to the fact that the only control on the large -v0y (1)

constraint was recovery well 9, while the -v0y (2) constraint was

satisfied by pumping at both well 9 and well 11. The more intense

pumping at well 9 required larger expenditures to satisfy the -v0y (1)

constraint. This outcome suggested that installation of an additional

recovery well to the north of velocity-observation well 1 or a recharge

well to the south of this observation well could offer a less expensive

means of reversing the regional and locally-induced y-component velocity

at the observation well, particularly since recharge of water would

decrease hydraulic lift at adjacent recovery wells and because recharge

operations are less energy-intensive than withdrawal operations.

Shadow prices for the -voy constraint were equal to zero at

observation well 5 during all management periods and at observation

well 4 during all but one management period. The fact that the -voy

constraints were generally inactive at these velocity-observation wells

reflected the fact that recovery wells 15 and 17 were pumping

intensively in order to satisfy the large -vox constraints at

observations wells 3 and 4 (see Table 5). This intense pumping caused

the -voy constraints to be more than satisfied at observation wells 4

and 5, and the shadow prices corresponding to these inactive

constraints were therefore equal to zero.
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The shadow prices corresponding to the -v0x (4) and -vox(5) con-

straints were moderately large. They tended to be somewhat larger for

the -v0x(4) constraints because of the larger expense associated with

pumping from recovery wells 9, 11, and 13, particularly at well 9 where

discharges were large. The expense of overcoming these influences at

observation well 5 was smaller due to greater distances between recovery

well 19 and recovery well 9. Hence, placement of a recharge well to the

west of observation well 4 could be somewhat more beneficial than

placement of a recharge well to the west of observation well 5. These

recharge wells would also defray the large costs associated with

satisfying -voy constraints at observation wells 3 and 4.

Nearly all velocity constraints at observation well 3 were

active. Thus, recovery wells 13 and 15 were pumping as little as

possible to satisfy the -voy (3) and -v0x(3) velocity constraints at

velocity-observation well 3. These pumpages, however, resulted in

excessive reversals of the x-component of velocity at observation well

2 and the y-component of velocity at observation well 4. This would

account for the large shadow prices corresponding to velocity

constraints at observation well 3, especially for the - voy (3)

constraint. These shadow prices indicated a large expense associated

with pumping at recovery wells 13 and 15 to satisfy the -voy (3)

and -v0x(3) constraints at observation well 3, as well as the large

savings which would result if these constraints were relaxed and over-

reversal of velocity at adjacent velocity-observation wells were

subsequently avoided. Potentially large savings could be realized if a
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recharge well was placed to the south of observation well 3 and to the

west of observation well 4, as suggested previously. Smaller savings

would probably result if a recharge well was placed to the west of

observation well 3, as indicated by the small magnitudes of the -v0y (2)

and -vox(3) shadow prices.

Figure 21 shows the location and the ranking of possible

recharge-well sites with respect to potential savings which they would

accrue, with 1 representing the well with greatest potential savings.

The ranking was performed by weighing the advantages of introduc-

ing various recharge wells, solely on the basis of the shadow prices

listed in Table 7. For example, the shadow prices of the nonbasic

velocity slack variables indicated that the constraint on the y-

component velocity at observation well 3 was the most expensive to

satisfy during the planning horizon. Thus, a recharge well placed just

south of observation well 3 would produce the largest decrease in

optimal cost. The constraint on the x-component velocity at observation

well 4 was moderately expensive to fulfill; placement of a recharge well

to the west of well 4 would produce a smaller decrease in the minimum

cost. No recharge well was required to the west of velocity-observation

well 1 or to the south of velocity-observation well 5 because

the -vox (1) and -v 0y (5) constraints were inactive under the original

management strategy.

The procedure for identifying the optimal recharge- and

recovery-well strategy would proceed as follows. The optimization

problem could be reformulated to include the costs of recharge in the
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objective function.	 It could be assumed that these costs are

proportional to the rate of injection.	 The recharge well with the

highest ranking, representing the well which would introduce the

largest potential savings, could then be incorporated into the

management strategy. fi(k,j, i), fivx(P,i,i), and fivy (p,j,i) functions

would need to be generated to account for the effects of the new

recharge well. In addition, if the recharge water was to be obtained

from the fresh-water supply wells, constraint inequalities [9] and [10]

would have to be modified as follows:

	Ms N	 Mr N
E E Q(k,n) + E E Qr(m,n) > DTOTAL

	

k=1 n=1	 m=1 n=1
[20]

Ms	 Mr
E Q(k,n) + 2 Q r (m,n) > D(n)	 n = 1,2,...N-1	 [21]
k=1	 m=1

where:

Qr (m,n) = the volumetric rate of recharge, defined

to be negative for an injecting well [L3/T]

Mr = the number of recharge wells

,with only N-1 seasonal demand constraints specified in order to avoid

problems of degeneracy.

Using the modified quadratic-programming model, an adjusted set

of shadow prices could be generated at the new minimum cost after
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optimization is performed. These adjusted shadow prices would be used

to identify the constraints which incur the greatest costs, and ranking

of potential recharge-well benefits would again be performed. Recharge

and recovery wells which affect these constraints could then be retained

or removed or a new recharge well could be introduced, depending on the

new values of The optimization procedure would be applied

iteratively until little reduction in the minimum cost occurred or until

some limit on the number of recharge wells was reached. Shadow prices

could also be used to determine the optimal locations of additional

recovery wells.

The utility of such an iterative approach would tend to be

marginal for the hypothetical situation presented in this study because

the optimal locations of recharge or recovery wells are clear. For

larger and more complicated well configurations associated with areally-

extensive contamination problems involving multiple waste-disposal

sites, the potential benefit of a recharge or recovery well at a

particular finite-difference node may not be clear through simple

examination of shadow prices. In such cases, inclusion of all potential

recharge or recovery nodes, rather than utilization of shadow prices and

iterative minimization, would require large constraint matrices and

correspondingly large computer costs.

Discharge Decision Variables

Table 8 lists the dual activities, or reduced costs, for all

wells associated with nonbasic discharge decision variables. For

the nonbasic decision variables listed in Table 8, the lower bound of
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Table 8

Reduced Costs of Nonbasic Discharge Decision Variables at Inoperative
Recovery Wells

Recovery
Well	 Index

Pumping
Period f(10-6$/ft3)

10 1 2.2

10 2 2.7

10 3 3.2

10 4 4.0

10 5 6.1

12 1 2.0

12 2 2.5

12 3 3.0

12 4 3.9

12 5 6.2

14 1 2.0

14 2 2.3

14 3 2.8

14 4 3.7

14 5 6.1

16 1 1.7

16 2 1.6

16 3 2.1

16 4 2.9

16 5 5.2

18 1 2.0

18 2 2.2

18 3 2.5

18 4 3.2

18 5 5.0
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0.0 cfs was encountered before the marginal costs of utilizing the

associated ground water resource could be made to equal the marginal

cost of resource synthesis. At these lower bounds, the marginal real

cost exceeded the marginal synthetic cost, as evidenced by the positive

reduced cost. Thus, the wells associated with these nonbasic variables

were forced to be inoperative, since including them directly in the

management strategy would cost more than duplicating their effect using

other wells. All wells corresponding to nonbasic discharge variables

and positive reduced costs were inoperative waste-recovery wells situ-

ated along the easternmost arc of the proposed recovery-well network.

Examination of the reduced costs listed in Table 8 indicates

that there was a consistent trend toward larger reduced costs during

later management periods. This was related to the increasing hydraulic

lift over time, which apparently dominated the cost-discounting

influences that tend to assign smaller costs to later units of

discharge. Overall, larger reduced costs occurred at the inoperative

recovery wells for which large drawdown activities were recorded during

the optimization procedure. For example, drawdown at well 10 due to

operation of other supply and recovery wells was consistently larger

than for other inoperative wells throughout the planning horizon,

resulting in larger marginal pumping costs and larger reduced costs at

this well. Drawdown at well 16, which had the smallest reduced costs,

was substantially lower. Static influences of initial hydraulic lift,

as well as the influence of boundary conditions, appeared to have little

systematic relation to the reduced costs. Clearly, the values of the
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reduced costs are a result of complex combinations of hydraulic

conditions at the optimum, boundary effects, and the rate of discharge

at operating supply and recovery wells.

Determination of the Optimal Planning Horizon 

The length of time required to completely remove contaminants

from the unconfined aquifer or to reduce concentrations below an

acceptable limit can be indirectly determined by inputting optimal

discharges to a solute-transport model using observed initial brine

concentration levels in the plume. If pollutant concentrations are not

reduced to an acceptable limit using the optimal discharges, the ground

water hydraulic management model should be executed using a planning

horizon sufficiently long to permit restoration of the aquifer.

Validation of the Linearity Assumption 

The drawdown and velocity constraint-variable activities

recorded by MINDS reflected the hydraulic behavior of a perfectly

linear flow system. To test the validity of the assumption of

linearity, and to determine the effect that capture of boundary water

had on the flow system during optimal pumping, the optimal pumping

schedules shown in Figures 13 and 14 were used to generate drawdowns

and velocity components at all discharging-well and observation-well

nodes using the ground water flow simulation model. Simulated drawdown

and velocity components were compared to the drawdown and velocity

values generated during optimization by calculating absolute normalized

errors for drawdown at all supply and recovery wells and velocity at all
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observation wells. These normalized errors were defined to be equal to

the absolute values of optimal activities minus the simulated response,

divided by the simulated response. Determination of normalized errors

permitted drawdown and velocity errors to be compared.

Table 9 lists the mean and standard deviation for the absolute

values of normalized errors. As indicated by examination of the

normalized errors, optimal drawdown was, on the average, within 0.3% of

the simulated drawdown throughout the flow domain, saggesting that the

assumption of linearity was valid. Capture of water to or from

boundaries during optimal pumping was apparently of the same magitude as

that which would occur under conditions of constant 1-cfs pumping at

all supply and recovery wells.

Table 9

Mean and Standard Deviation for Absolute Values of Normalized Drawdown
and Velocity Errors

Variable
	

a

Drawdown	 0.003	 0.007

x-Component Velocity	 0.600	 1.339

y-Component Velocity 	 0.666	 1.439

E = (Optimal activity - Simulated response)	 Simulated response
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Comparison of mean absolute normalized drawdown and velocity

errors indicated that simulated velocity components were in much greater

error than simulated drawdowns. This can be related to the fact that

simulated velocities are a function of drawdowns at two adjacent nodal

points because of the first-order spatial derivative term contained in

Darcy's law. Thus, moderate errors in drawdown at two adjacent nodes

will tend to produce large errors in calculated velocity. Moreover,

drawdown errors generate distortions in the cross-sectional flow area

term, causing errors in calculated velocities to be further compounded.

The larger standard deviations for the absolute normalized velocity

errors can also be attributed to this error magnification and dispersion

associated with using Darcy's law in conjunction with simulated

drawdowns which are in error. The 60% and 67% mean standardized errors

associated with the x- and y-component velocities were related to the

frequent occurrence of standardized errors of 1.0, which resulted when

zero-valued optimal velocities were compared to very small, but non-

zero, simulated velocities.

Table 10 lists minimum and maximum values for the unnormalized

velocity errors. For the case of the x-component velocity, the negative

minimum error suggested that, given an optimal x-component vector always

oriented toward the east in the positive x-direction or of zero

magnitude, the simulated vector also would be directed toward the east

and would have a greater magnitude. Thus, protection of fresh-water

supplies was still assured, despite possible simulation or optimization

round-off error. When one considers that the minimum error component is
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almost two orders of magnitude smaller than the smallest steady-state

x-component velocity vector, clearly the error was insignificant

relative to the dynamic response of the aquifer.

For the case of y-component velocity, optimal vectors are always

oriented toward the north in the negative y-direction or are of zero

magnitude. Thus, the negative minimum error vectors indicated that

simulated velocity vectors were of smaller magnitude and oriented toward

the north or oriented toward the south, and that optimization round-off

errors may prevent fresh-water supplies from being protected according

to the optimal strategy. Again, however, the minimum error component

was two orders of magnitude smaller than the smallest steady-state

y-component velocity, and the errors could be considered the result of

round-off problems.

Table 10

Minimum and Maximum Velocity Errors

Variable
	

Emin	 E
max

x-Component Velocity	 -0.4 x 10 -8	0.00

y-Component Velocity	 -0.3 x 10 -8	0.00

E = Optimal activity - Simulated response
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Much of the discrepancy between simulated and optimal velocity

components can be attributed to the extremely small ground water

velocities that characterized the flow regime throughout the planning

horizon. Simulated velocities were quite sensitive to limitations in

the accuracy of fixed-point arithmetic during execution of the external

flow simulation and optimization models. The discrepancies between

simulated velocity and optimal velocity components may, in fact, be

primarily the result of numerical inaccuracies associated with the

simulation and optimization processes and not the product of nonlinear

influences.

Conclusions 

The use of linear systems theory for purposes of coupling the

hydraulic behavior of an aquifer with the economic implications of

managing this behavior is an invaluable tool for identifying optimal

management strategies in contaminated aquifers. However, the

assumptions of linearity inherent to such an approach must be validated

during postoptimality analysis by inputting optimal discharges and

recharges to an external flow-simulation model. In a purely linear flow

system, drawdown and velocity activities generated by the optimization

model should closely agree with simulated drawdowns and velocity

components. Validation is particularly important for cases in which

large maximum permissible drawdowns relative to the saturated thick-

nesses are allowed or when capture is not explicitly included while

formulating algebraic technological response functions for hydraulic
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variables. In this investigation, simulated and optimal drawdowns and

velocities matched closely, implying that the initial assumption of

linearity was valid. Boundary capture was of the same magnitude as the

amount that would occur under unit pumping and did not appear to

contribute significant nonlinearities to the flow component of the

problem.

Successful validation of the linearity assumption suggests that

the proposed ground water hydraulic management model can be applied to

define an optimal containment strategy for managing locally-contaminated

aquifer systems conjunctively used to fulfill fresh-water demands. The

success of applying linear systems theory to describe the behavior of a

given aquifer is, in general, problem dependent. In some cases,

particularly for transient, unconfined systems, the linearity assumption

may prove to be unjustified. Generated shadow prices offer the ground

water manager a means of modifying the pollution containment strategy in

such a way as to minimize the cost of recovery over all possible

recharge-recovery well combinations.

Questions regarding the application of recovered ground water

towards economically-productive uses have not been formally addressed in

this study. The diversion of treated waste water would require that the

costs of treating and conveying the recovered ground water be incor-

porated into the objective function. Given that treatment cost will be

dependent on the concentration of pollutants in the recovered ground

water, some sort of solute-transport model would be required in order to

adequately address the issue of waste water re-use.



APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF A CLOSED-FORM EXPRESSION FOR UNIT
DRAWDOWN RESPONSE-FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS

The Theis solution to equation [1] for time-variant pumpage

rates at M pumping wells can be expressed as:

a)

A	 M	 1S(X,t) = 2
j=1	 OFT

J.

2r. S

4Tt

A	 0-9
Q(x.,r) -̀-'--- dO

J	 e [Al]

A
Q( .,r) represents constant discharge at the jth well beginning atxj

at time r. All other terms have been defined in the main text. Prior

to t = r, discharge is equal to zero.

The integration variable 8 may be transformed to a shifted

version of the continuous time variable r using the transformation

equation:

2
8 .	 rS	

[A2]

4T(t-r)
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This transformation allows the integrations in equation [Al] to be

performed with respect to the shifted time coordinate t-r, with time

referenced to the onset of pumpage. Taking the derivative of 0 with

respect to r in equation [A2] yields:

2ri. S
de	 = 

4T(t-r) 2

dB	 = 	dl'
0	 (t-r)

dr	 [A3]

From equation [A2], it can be seen that 8 tends to co as r approaches

t.Asrapproaches0,0tendstou= r j. 2 S/4Tt. Thus, equation [Al]

may be reformulated as:

2t	 A	 -r4S/4T(t-r)
A	 M	 1	 f	 Q( xl.,r) e
s(x,t) = E   dr(t-r)j=1	 4wT	 o

[A4]

If it can be assumed that the pumping rate is variable in time

but constant within any given incremental time interval, the continuous

variables t and r can be changed to discrete time variables n and i and

a discrete integration of equation [A4] performed:

2
-r 4 S/4T(n-i+1)At

A M	 n Q(x 1 ,i)e 4
E 	s(x,n) = 2	

1 

	j=1	 4wT	 i=1	 (n-i+1)At

At



2
)	 e-riS/4T(n-i+1)At

= 2 2 Q(xj

j=1 1 =1	 47a	 (n-i+1)

[A5]

Equation [A5] may be restated in terms of the well indices k and

j, where k represents the well at vector location x and the j index cor-

responds to the well at location xj:

	00,i)	 e-r (k,j)5/4T(n-i+1)At2	 .
M n

s(k,n)	 2	 2 (n-i+1)7
	j=1 1=1	 4a

[A6]

where:

r(k,j) = the distance between wells j and k [L]

By equating equations [A6] and [3], fl(k,j,n-i+1) can be explic-

itly defined according to the relation:
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f3(k,j,n-i-F1)	 -
e -r

2 (k ' AS/4T(n-i+1)At

47a(n-i+1) [A7]



APPENDIX B

DEMONSTRATION OF THE CONVEXITY OF THE OPERATING-COST OBJECTIVE FUNCTION

For constant values of C(k,n) at all M pumping wells and during

all N management pumping periods, objective function [8] may be written

in matrix form as:

min Z = C(k,n) [QTHQ + BQ]
	

[B1]

where:

Z = the total pumping cost

C(k,n) = the unit pumping cost

Q = the (M*N)-by-1 column vector of discharge

decision variables

QT = the 1-by-(M*N) transpose of Q

H = an (M*N)-by-(M*N) matrix of fl(k,j,n-i+1)

coefficients and zeros, divided by the

appropriate cost-discounting factor

B = a 1-by-(M*N) row vector of initial hydraulic

lifts, divided by the appropriate cost-

discounting factor.

The minimum cost of $0.0005/sec obtained by applying the Kuhn-

Tucker conditions during operation of the quadratic-programming package
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MINOS. Z is guaranteed to be a global minimum over the feasible region

defined by constraints [9] through [15] only if the function is convex

or strictly convex (Loomba and Turban, 1974). For a convex or strictly

convex objective function, the Kuhn-Tucker conditions are both necessary

and sufficient for obtaining a global minimum. Thus, if it can be shown

that Z is convex or strictly convex, the operating cost of $0.0005/sec

represents the smallest possible cost of pumping the 8 supply wells and

the 11 recovery wells, given the specified constraints.

In order to determine whether the function Z is convex, the

Hessian matrix of second derivatives must be investigated. If the

Hessian matrix is positive definite or positive semidefinite, the

function is strictly convex or convex, and the local minimum is also a

global minimum. If it can be shown that H is positive definite or

positive semidefinite, Z must be strictly convex or convex. B does not

enter into the test for convexity, since the linear component in

objective function [B1] is, by definition, both concave and convex.

The Hessian matrix H was obtained by taking the second deriva-

tive of Z with respect to each decision variable and entering the

coefficients of each derivative on the corresponding line of a square

matrix of order M*N shown in Figure Bi. Off-diagonal pairs of matrix

entries associated with cross-product terms were added and divided by 2

to obtain the true symmetric Hessian matrix H'. For example, hi2 and

hn were each replaced by h'12 = h'21 = (h12421)/2. When considering a

purely-quadratic equation such as given by equation [B1], this procedure

does not change the value of Z. When the resulting synmetric Hessian
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$(1,1,1) fl(1,1,2) fl(1,1,3) $(1,1,4) 8 (1,1,5) $(1,2,1). .	 .0(1,19,5)

(1+r) 1 (1+r)2 (1+r)3 (1+04 (l+r)5 (1+r)1 (1+0 5

fl(1,1,1) 8 (1,1,2) /41,1,3) fi(1,1,4) . .	 441,19,4)
0 (1+r) 2 (1+03 (1+04 (1+r)5 0 (1+r)5

/41,1,11 8(1,1,2) /41,1,3) . .	 441,19,3)
0 0 (1+0 3 (1+04 (1+r)5 0 (1+05

/41,1,1) 8( 1.1,2) . .	 .$(1,19,2)
0 0 0 (1+04 (1+r)5 0 (1+05

/41,1,1) .	 . 441,19,1)
0 0 0 0 (1+0 5 0 (1+0 5

$(2,1,1) $(2,1,2) fl(2,1,3) 8 (2,1,4) /42,1,5) 5(2,2,1). .	 43(2,19,5)
(1+r) 1 (1+02 (1+r)3 (1+04 (1+r)5 (1+r)1 (1+0 5

fi(2,1,1) 0(2,1,2) )6(2,1,3) 13(2,1,4) . .	 442,19,4)
0 (1+0 2 (1+r) 3 (1+r) 4 (1+r) 5 0 (1+r) 5

/42,1,1) $(2,1,2) fl(2,1,3) .	 . 442,19,3)
0 0 (1 +r) 3 (1+r) 4 (1+0 5 0 (1+0 5

•
	

•

fl(19,1.1) 	. . fl(19,19,1) 
0	 0	 0	 0	 (1+05	 0	 (1+05

Figure Bi. Hessian Matrix for the Cost Objective Function
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matrix H' was input to an International Mathematical and Statistical

Library (IMSL) subroutine, it was shown to be positive definite (IMSL,

1980).

For the quadratic case being analyzed, the matrix H' is constant

over the entire decision variable subspace. Thus, the objective

function is strictly and globally convex and the local minimum of

$0.0005/sec is a strict global minimum over the entire feasible region.

Satisfaction of the first-order necessary conditions is both necessary

and sufficient for obtaining this global minimum of a continuously-

differentiable objective function (Luenberger, 1973).
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